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Abstract
Internal climate variability has been found to influence the climate response to an exter-
nal forcing such as CO2. This thesis investigates the influence of the Atlantic Multidecadal
Variability (AMV), a mode of internal climate variability in the North Atlantic Ocean,
on the response to external forcing. The AMV is a 60 - 80 year fluctuation in the sea
surface temperatures of the North Atlantic that has widespread effects on climate. Using
simulations run on an ocean-atmosphere general circulation model (GCM), it is found that
the AMV phase significantly impacts the regional response to CO2: in the extratropical
Northern Hemisphere, Eurasia warms more, and North America and the North Pacific
warm less, in the warm phase of the AMV. The mechanisms of the AMV-related response
are explored using a constructed circulation analog method. Changes in teleconnections
between the tropical and extratropical Pacific contribute to the dynamical component of
the difference in response to forcing between AMV phases, while differences in sea ice may
contribute to the thermodynamic component. Interestingly, some aspects of the AMV-
related response are robust with different external forcings. Finally, using simulations run
on an atmospheric GCM, the role of sea ice in forcing atmospheric AMV-related anomalies
is investigated. It is found that sea ice in the Barents and Greenland Seas plays a large
role in forcing local temperature anomalies.
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1.1 Decadal variability in the North Atlantic
Currently, two of the largest challenges in atmosphere-ocean science are seasonal-to-decadal
climate prediction (Meehl et al, 2014; Cassou et al, 2018), and understanding and attribut-
ing anthropogenic climate change, particularly on regional scales (Stocker and Coauthors,
2013). The presence of large internal climate variability, occurring on many different
timescales, adds to the difficulty of both of these challenges (Hawkins and Sutton, 2009).
Aspects of these challenges, related to decadal predictability and to the understanding of
anthropogenic and internal climate variability on decadal timescales, are relevant here.
Regarding the first challenge, the particular interest here is on decadal prediction and
predictability. Decadal prediction is a relatively new field, emerging around a decade ago
(Meehl et al, 2009), which involves the near-term climate (one to three decades into the
future). Predictions of this time period are very relevant for climate change related policy
and adaptation. Decadal predictions were part of the fifth Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project (CMIP5) (Taylor et al, 2012), and more projects involving decadal prediction are
underway (eg. Boer et al, 2016). Decadal predictions attempt to improve the skill of
climate predictions by initializing from the observed climate. In the long term, the chaotic
nature of the climate system will erase the impact of the initial conditions (Lorenz, 1975).
The question of for how long the initial conditions will have a discernible influence on the
predicted climate, and therefore provide addition skill to the prediction, is complex, and
an active area of investigation (Meehl et al, 2014 and references within).
The second challenge, more specifically, is that internal variability and anthropogenic
influences both contribute to climate changes. This complicates the understanding and at-
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tribution of anthropogenic climate change, particularly on regional scales and over shorter
time periods, in which cases the influence of internal variability is most relevant (Hawkins
and Sutton, 2009). First, internal variability on various timescales can amplify or counter-
act the regional climate response to anthropogenic influences: for example, decadal internal
variability contributed to an apparent slowdown in global warming in the early 2000s (eg.
Watanabe et al, 2014). Second, in addition to directly influencing the climate, internal
variability can influence the climate response to anthropogenic influences: for example,
it has recently been shown that two long term modes of internal variability, the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation and the Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV, which is of particular
interest here), influence the climate response to sea ice loss due to greenhouse gas-induced
warming (Screen and Francis, 2016; Osborne et al, 2017).
The North Atlantic is a particularly interesting region for decadal prediction and the
influence of internal variability. This is in large part due to internal variability in this region
which occurs on decadal to multidecadal timescales, specifically the AMV and the Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC). The remainder of this section will present
the current state of knowledge on climate predictability and variability, particularly in the
North Atlantic region, in more detail.
1.1.1 Decadal variability and predictability
The atmosphere is unstable to small perturbations in the natural system as well as in state-
of-the-art climate models (Lorenz, 1963). A distribution of climate model simulations
which are initialized at nearly identical states will, eventually, be no more alike than a
distribution initialized at entirely random states. This means there is a limit on the initial
value predictability, defined as the time that a distribution of climate states from nearly
identical initial values is distinct from a climatological distribution (eg. Branstator et al,
2012). This limit impacts both attempts to make accurate near-term climate predictions,
as well as attempts to characterize the influence of a given initial state on some aspect of
climate, as here.
Predictability comes from parts of the system which act on relatively longer timescales,
or “behave more ‘sluggishly’ ”, than other parts (Lorenz, 1975). The oceans, in particular,
act on longer timescales than the atmosphere. This can be measured in sea surface tem-
perature (SST) or, better, in the mixed layer integrated temperature, which is not majorly
influenced by short-term weather fluctuations and yet may influence the atmosphere (eg.
Branstator and Teng, 2010). (Other parts of the earth system with long time scales, such
as sea ice, can also contribute predictability to the system.)
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An equation that allows the predictability of a model to be estimated is presented by
Palmer (2000). Assume a perfect deterministic climate model, with an instantaneous state
of the climate system represented as X, and the N-dimensional conservation equations of
the model expressed as
Ẋ = F (X). (1.1)
The uncertainty in the initial state at time t0 which results from errors in the initial values
can be represented by a probability density function, ρ(X, t0), so that the probability of
the true initial state being within some volume V of phase space is∫
V
ρ(X, t0)dV. (1.2)





(Ẋρ) ≡ Lρ. (1.3)
Some level of predictability exists so long as ρ(X, t) is distinct from the invariant distri-
bution of the attractor. That is, predictability is lost when the forecast distribution is no
longer distinguishable from the distribution associated with the set of states towards which
the climate system, starting from any initial conditions, may evolve, because at this point
no additional information is gained by knowing the initial state. However, practically, this
equation is not easily solvable for realistic weather or climate predictions.
In practice, predictability is generally estimated using ensembles of predictions from
climate models. Two rates are important for initial value predictability: the rates at which
the spread and the ensemble mean of the initial value distribution approach climatological
values (Branstator and Teng, 2010). These rates can be determined with climate modelling
experiments, by comparing multiple simulations that vary only by small perturbations to
the initial atmospheric conditions (eg. Collins and Allen, 2002; Branstator and Teng,
2010). The predictability determined from such experiments is an upper bound on the
actual predictability of the model, as it is measured from completely identical initial ocean
conditions whereas in practice, the initial ocean state will never be known exactly. Inter-
estingly, Scaife and Smith (2018) recently found that the natural climate is, apparently
ubiquitously, more predictable than the model climate, due to a too small signal-to-noise
ratio in climate model output. Thus, the predictability calculated from models in this way
is likely to underestimate the predictability in nature.
The timescale on which initial value predictability exists depends on numerous factors.
First, it is highly model dependent - that is, it varies between different climate models
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of similar complexity (i.e. all coupled atmosphere-ocean models), by up to a factor of 10
(Branstator et al, 2012). Note that due to the short observational record, the predictability
of the natural system cannot be determined in a similar way to that of a climate model,
and therefore the actual predictability in nature is not known.
Further, initial value predictability varies for different climate variables and different lo-
cations. As one might expect, internal ocean variables have long initial value predictability,
on up to decadal timescales (Griffies and Bryan, 1997). Surface air temperature predictabil-
ity is short (seasonal timescales) over land, but longer (interannual timescales) over the
tropical oceans and longer still (decadal timescales) over the extratropical oceans (Collins,
2002). Other variables, such as precipitation, only have predictability on seasonal time
scales (Collins, 2002). The specific initial values can also modify the predictability. More
extreme initial values are associated with longer predictability than initial values that are
close to the climatological mean (Griffies and Bryan, 1997; Collins et al, 2006).
The North Atlantic is, in most climate models, the region where there is the most po-
tential for improved skill from specifying initial values (Meehl et al, 2014). In the North
Atlantic, predictability has been found on decadal timescales. Specific lengths of pre-
dictability vary based on the factors listed above, but North Atlantic predictability been
found to exist for up to two decades (Msadek et al, 2010). The decadal predictability
in the North Atlantic is in part due to the strong multidecadal variability in this region,
specifically the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) and the Atlantic
Multidecadal Variability. This multidecadal variability in the North Atlantic will be ex-
plored next.
1.1.2 Atlantic Multidecadal Variability
The Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV) is an internal mode of variability in the North
Atlantic Ocean (Kerr, 2000), and describes the dominant pattern of SST variability in this
region. On timescales of approximately 60 - 80 years, the North Atlantic alternates between
a warm phase (AMV(+)) and a cold phase (AMV(−)). The observed AMV timeseries and
AMV(+) pattern are shown in Fig. 1.1. In AMV(+), virtually all of the North Atlantic
basin has positive SST anomalies, and the largest anomalies occur in a horseshoe pattern
extending throughout the tropical Atlantic, along the eastern side of the basin, and along
the north of the basin into the Labrador Sea. The strongest anomalies are in the subpolar
region. AMV(−) has a similar pattern, but with negative SST anomalies. Various different
methods are used to define the AMV index, but they are generally a measure of the long
term (i.e. low pass filtered) area-averaged SST anomalies in the North Atlantic basin, after
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anthropogenically forced anomalies have been removed. For example, Enfield et al (2001)
calculates the AMV index as the ten-year running mean of the detrended SST anomalies in
the Atlantic north of the equator. Approximately 0.5 K separates the extremes of the sea
surface temperatures (SSTs) in each phase (Alexander et al, 2014). Globally, Knight et al
(2005) finds the global temperature to vary decadally with the strength of the thermohaline
circulation (believed to be associated with the AMV), with a 0.1 K difference in global mean
temperature between circulation extremes. Comparing these values to the Paris Agreement
goals of 1.5 K or at most 2 K of global mean warming (UNFCCC, 2015), the AMV-related
decadal changes in temperature are not insignificant.
THC index (Figure 2b) shows a band of significant vari-
ability near periods of 100 years persisting through most of
the simulation, indicating the model produces many cycles
of a repeating mode of THC variability with this time
scale. This is confirmed by the THC power spectrum
(Figure 2c), which shows significant power between 70
and 120 years.
[5] The climate signal associated with the centennial
THC mode is detected using a joint MTM-SVD [Mann
and Park, 1994, 1999] analysis of the decadal overturning
streamfunction and surface temperature (Figure 3). This
technique derives the patterns of significant modes of
covariability at phases of a typical cycle within frequency
bands. Similarity between the mean streamfunction and its
variability shows the THC mode represents changes in the
speed of the entire circulation. This is associated with a
coherent large-scale temperature pattern with widespread
warm anomalies in the Northern Hemisphere when the THC
is at a maximum. This pattern first diminishes (through
90!), then re-establishes in the opposite sense at a THC
minimum (180!), when much of the Northern Hemisphere
is anomalously cool. Comparison of the simulated positive
phase (Figure 3a) with the observed positive AMO pattern
(Figure 1b) shows considerable similarity in the North
Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans, western North America,
north-western Africa and the Mediterranean region. Where
the patterns are of opposite sign, such as northern North
America and central Eurasia, there is low significance in the
observational analysis. The magnitudes of the observed and
simulated variability are compared using decadal mean
temperatures in the North Atlantic (0!–80!W, 0!–80!N).
Standard deviations of 10 consecutive 130 year periods of
simulated low-pass filtered (half power at about 45 years)
mean temperatures range from 0.07 to 0.13!C, comparable
with the 0.14!C derived from detrended observations.
[6] The regression of simulated global and Northern
Hemisphere mean decadal temperatures with the THC are
0.05 ± 0.02 and 0.09 ± 0.02!C Sv!1 respectively, implying
potential peak-to-peak variability of 0.1 and 0.2!C. Lagged
correlations show both large in-phase covariability and anti-
correlations at leads and lags of about 50 years (Figure 4a).
Thus the simulated THC-AMO variability is quasi-periodic,
evolving coherently for typically half a cycle; 50 years after
a peak (trough) in the THC, statistically a cold (warm) phase
would be anticipated.
4. THC Reconstruction and Forecast
[7] The likely link between the THC and the AMO
implies historical climate can give a guide to past THC
strength. Simulated northern North Atlantic SST anomalies
are a good predictor of the THC anomaly (correlation of
0.71), but leave some residual variability (Figure 4b). The
equivalent index calculated from observed SSTs was used
as the predictor in the model-derived THC-SST relationship
to reconstruct past THC variability, with the statistical limits
of the residuals giving an estimate of uncertainty (Figure 4c).
These limits show phases of strong (1950s and present day)
and weak (1910s and 1970s) anomalies of definite sign at
the level of confidence used (85% confidence interval). In
addition, predictability of the simulated AMO and THC
makes a model-based THC forecast for the next few
decades possible. We use a method of analogues, seeking
instances in the simulation when the decadal THC anomaly
becomes larger than the reconstructed present-day level
(0.63 Sv), and tracking its subsequent evolution. This
produces an ensemble of 8 segments representing possible
Figure 1. (a) AMO index derived from detrended area-
weighted mean North Atlantic SST anomalies by using a
Chebyshev filter with a half-power period of 13.3 years.
SST data are from the HadISST data set [Rayner et al.,
2003]. (b) Surface temperature anomaly associated with one
positive standard deviation of the AMO index, calculated by
regression of surface temperatures with the index and scaled
by its standard deviation. Combined land and sea-surface
temperature data are from an optimally interpolated version
of the HadCRUTv data set [Jones et al., 2001]. The solid
contour bounds regions significant at the 90% limit of a
two-sided t-test accounting for auto-correlation using the
method of Folland et al. [1991].
Figure 2. (a) Decadal mean THC index (black), and
meridional heat transport at 30!N (red). (b) Wavelet analysis
of the annual mean THC index using a continuous Morlet
transform. Statistical significance at the 95% confidence
interval is indicated by the contour. Curves bound the region
where power is estimated from partial waves. (c) Power
spectrum of the annual mean THC index. 95% confidence
intervals are shown by the dashed curves.
L20708 KNIGHT ET AL.: THC CYCLES IN OBSERVED CLIMATE L20708
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Figure 1.1: (Top) AMV index and (bottom) AMV(+) pattern represented as the anomaly in surface
temperature associated with one positive standard deviation of the AMV index. Both are bas d on
observations/reanalysis data. From Knight et al (2005).
The AMV has numerous widespread effects on climate. The AMV phase has been
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found to be connected with African Sahel droughts (Folland et al, 1986); monsoons in
India (Zhang and Delworth, 2006) and East Asia (Lu et al, 2006); Atlantic hurricanes
(Knight et al, 2006); North American and European midlatitude climates (Sutton and
Hodson, 2005; Baines and Folland, 2007). The AMV index is also correlated with Arctic
temperature anomalies (Chylek et al, 2009) and Arctic sea ice fluctuations (Miles et al,
2014).
The mechanism causing the AMV remains a subject of some debate. The long-held
prevailing theory (Bjerknes, 1964; Delworth and Mann, 2000; Zhang and Wang, 2013) has
been that the AMV is a function of the strength of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation (AMOC). The AMOC is a large-scale overturning circulation in the Atlantic;
the stronger upper cell, occurring in the North Atlantic, consists of warm salty water
flowing northwards in the upper layers (approximately the upper 1 km) of the North
Atlantic, cooling and freshening of this water at high latitudes, and cold water flowing
south at depth and eventually upwelling. The AMOC therefore has a large role in ocean
heat transport in the North Atlantic, hence the hypothesis that it influences the AMV.
Specifically, a stronger AMOC is believed to lead to a warm AMV phase through anomalous
northward heat transport, while a weaker AMOC leads to a cold AMV phase.
Observations (eg. Gulev et al, 2013) and modelling experiments (eg. Zhang and Wang,
2013; Ba et al, 2013) have provided evidence for this theory. Gulev et al (2013) shows that,
on decadal timescales in the North Atlantic, the ocean drives the surface turbulent heat
fluxes to the atmosphere, consistent with the AMV being driven by ocean dynamics. Zhang
and Wang (2013) find that, in most of the 18 CMIP5 models considered, the relationship
between AMOC and AMV, examined through lead-lag correlations, is consistent with
a stronger (weaker) AMOC leading to a warm (cold) AMV phase, which then leads to
a weakening (strengthening) of the AMOC. However, observational evidence is scarce, as
less than 15 years of continuous, direct measurements of the AMOC are available (Clement
et al, 2015), and evidence from modelling studies is inconclusive, in part because results are
model dependent (Zhang and Wang, 2013). More recently, a theory has been put forward
that the AMV is at least partially driven by atmospheric forcing (eg. Clement et al, 2015;
Bellomo et al, 2018). Some climate models appear to have an AMV in the absence of ocean
dynamics (eg. Clement et al, 2015), and historical forcing has been found to have a role in
driving the AMV (Murphy et al, 2017; Bellomo et al, 2018). Overall, it is likely that both
ocean dynamics, such as the AMOC, and atmospheric forcing influence the AMV.
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1.1.3 Dynamics of the AMOC
Having established that the AMOC is likely at least part of the mechanism driving the
AMV, we now briefly explore its dynamics. Large-scale overturning flow, such as that in
the AMOC, can be well described by the planetary geostrophic equations. These equations
and the shallow water equations will be used in this section; both sets of equations are
discussed next, following the derivations in Vallis (2006).
The shallow water equations describe a vertically thin layer of fluid with constant




where p is pressure, ρ is density, and g is acceleration due to gravity. That is, in the
vertical, the pressure force is balanced by the gravitational force. This approximation is
well satisfied in the shallow water case, due to the small ratio between the vertical and
horizontal scales. For a single shallow layer of total thickness h, with a free upper surface
at height η, the horizontal momentum equation and the mass continuity equation are
Du
Dt
+ f × u = −g∇η, (1.5)
Dh
Dt
+ h∇ · u = 0, (1.6)
where u is the horizontal velocity, and f = fk where f is the Coriolis parameter.
The planetary geostrophic equations can be derived from the primitive equations by
making several assumptions. First, it is assumed that the Rossby number, Ro, is small,
where Ro is the ratio of the magnitudes of the advective and Coriolis terms, so small Ro
indicates that rotation effects are important. Thus, geostrophic balance is assumed - i.e.,
the Coriolis force is balanced by the pressure force. It is also assumed that the scale of
motion, L, is much larger than the deformation scale, Ld, such that
F = (L/Ld)
2  1, (1.7)
and the relationship between Ro and F is
FRo = O(1). (1.8)
Finally, it is assumed that time scales advectively. The primitive equations are themselves
derived from the Navier-Stokes equations, and require the hydrostatic approximation.
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However, the planetary geostrophic equations are quite complex, and they cannot be
nicely simplified in a way that allows us to better understand MOC dynamics (Vallis,
2006). Many approximate models have been created to attempt to describe MOC physics
in a simple yet useful way. One such idealized model is the shallow water Stommel-Arons
type model. The following description is based on that presented in Vallis (2006). This
model attempts to provide a conceptual description of oceanic abyssal flow. The structure
of the model, shown in Fig. 1.2 is simple. The deep ocean is represented by a single layer
of moving fluid on a sector of a rotating sphere. Above the deep ocean, there is another
layer of fluid which is stationary. The deep ocean has a localized mass source at the pole,
and a uniform mass sink everywhere else. The mass source is analogous to convection (i.e.
the cold, salty water which sinks at high latitudes) while the mass sink is analogous to
diffusive upwelling into the upper layer of the ocean. The sink and source are specified to
be equal and opposite in magnitude, so that there is no net mass flux in the deep ocean.
The model requires approximations that are not true in the real ocean: the upwelling is







Figure 1.2: Diagram of shallow water Stommel Arons model described in text. This is based on a similar
diagram in Vallis (2006).
The planetary geostrophic reduced-gravity shallow water equations then describe the









+∇ · (uh) = S. (1.11)
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Here, f is the Coriolis parameter, u = (u, v) is two-dimensional velocity, g′ is the reduced
gravity, h is the height of the deep ocean layer, r is a constant frictional coefficient, and S





where g is the acceleration due to gravity, ρ1 is the density of the upper layer, and ρ2 is
the density of the lower layer.
These equations can be written in terms of mass transport instead of velocity. In a







∇ · U = Su, (1.15)
where Su is the component of the mass source term representing upwelling,















Where effects of friction are small, the third term is negligible. Thus, by dominant balance
the equation is
βV = −fS, (1.19)
indicating poleward flow. Clearly, however, poleward flow everywhere does not make sense
as it would violate mass conservation laws. Instead, to compensate for the interior poleward
flow, a frictional western boundary current is expected.
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The assumption of a western boundary is justified based on vorticity dynamics. The











where F is friction. Flow from the source at the northern boundary moves towards smaller h
along the boundary layer. The left hand side of the vorticity equation is therefore negative,
and (as Su is negative) must be balanced by a negative curlzF; that is, the friction must
contribute negative vorticity to the flow. Friction counters motion, so the total vorticity
of the flow must be positive, meaning the flow is counterclockwise. Counterclockwise flow
from the northern source must flow southwards along a western boundary, as assumed.
Now, let
Φ = ΦI + ΦB, (1.21)
where the components are the interior and boundary fields respectively. For the interior
field, friction is small, so the third term of 1.18 is negligible. For the boundary field, the









which has the solution
Φb = P (y) exp(−βx/r). (1.23)
To determine P (y), mass conservation must be used. There are three mass flux terms in
the system which must sum to zero, as mass must be conserved. Specifically, at a given
latitude y, the magnitude of the southward boundary flux must be equal to the magnitude
of the northward interior flux minus the mass that has upwelled south of y. That is,
P (y) = boundary flux = −interior flux + upwelling flux. (1.24)
The upwelling flux is simply area south of y multiplied by the uniform mass sink:
upwelling flux = Su(xE − 0)(y − 0) = SuxEy. (1.25)








interior flux = −f
β
SxE. (1.27)
Thus, the boundary flux is
P (y) = SuxEy +
f
β
SxE = 2SuxEy (1.28)
(by using f = βy).
These equations for the fluxes tell us several properties of the flow. As expected, it is
polewards in the interior, and equatorwards at the boundary. At latitudes closer to the
equator, the boundary flux is weaker; this shows that mass moves from the boundary into
the interior as it travels southward. Finally, noting that SuxEyN = −S0 (i.e., that the
mass source is equal and opposite to the total mass sink, as stated above), the boundary
flux can be re-written




where yN is the latitude of the northern boundary; then it is clear to see that at yN ,
the boundary mass flux is twice as large as the source. This is only possible if the flow
recirculates. These properties of this simple model are, qualitatively, similar to the AMOC
in nature.








Overall, this is a very simplified model, the required assumptions limit its relevance
to the real world, and the AMOC is in fact influenced by many more processes than are
represented in the Stommel-Arons model, including winds, basin geometry and bottom
topography, advection, and smaller scale processes (Schloesser et al, 2012). However, this
model gives a broad conceptual picture of some of the dynamics behind the AMOC, and
thus the AMV. In particular, we can gain useful insight into heat transport in the North
Atlantic. Recall that the mass source at the pole is analogous to cold, salty water sinking
at high latitudes, which then flows south at depth along the western boundary. Clearly,
then, a stronger AMOC has more flow of cold northern waters towards the equator, and
thus more northward transport of warm water. This is generally consistent with actual
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heat transport in the North Atlantic, which leads to the proposal that the AMV is due to
fluctuations in AMOC strength, as increased heat transport into the North Atlantic would
lead to warmer SSTs.
This model cannot answer the question of whether the AMOC strength in fact fluc-
tuates, or of what physical mechanisms drive such changes. Indeed, the AMOC strength
has been found to fluctuate on decadal timescales, and its variability is linked with the
AMV (eg. Delworth and Mann, 2000; Knight et al, 2005). There is debate regarding the
mechanism of decadal AMOC variability, although a recent review (Buckley and Marshall,
2016) suggests that the key mechanism is a response to buoyancy anomalies on the western
boundary of the North Atlantic basin, along the boundary between the subtropical and
subpolar gyres.
Overall, the dynamics of the AMOC are complex and still not entirely understood.
Therefore, the mechanisms of the AMV are also still a matter of debate. However, as
presented above, there is strong evidence that decadal fluctuations in the AMOC are at
least partially responsible for the AMV.
1.2 Teleconnections
The AMV, as mentioned in the previous section, has impacts on climate across the globe.
While some of these appear to have direct, thermodynamic mechanisms, others do not.
The AMV can exert influences on climate in remote regions through teleconnections. Tele-
connections are connections between changes in weather that occur in regions that are
distant from each other (AMS, 2012). Often, such a connection occurs through changes in
large-scale pressure and wind. One example of a well-known teleconnection is the linked
variations in sea level pressure over Darwin, Australia and Tahiti, termed the Southern
Oscillation; this teleconnection is associated with variations in precipitation in the tropics
and subtropics (Kousky et al, 1984).
As an example of AMV influence through teleconnections, it has been found (Lyu et al,
2017) that AMV(+) is associated with changes in the tropical Pacific climate: specifically,
an anomalously cool Pacific Ocean, and a westward-shifted Walker circulation. The Walker
circulation is a clockwise atmospheric circulation cell in the equatorial Pacific, with a rising
branch in the western Pacific and a sinking branch in the eastern Pacific. These changes
lead to anomalous descending motion in this region, which itself leads to the excitation of
a stationary, northward-extending Rossby wave which is associated with climate changes
in the North Pacific. In this thesis, the role of the AMV in climatological and externally
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influenced teleconnections will be explored; thus, the theory behind such teleconnections
is presented here.
Atmospheric Rossby waves are planetary scale waves which affect climate on large
scales. Important properties of Rossby waves can be derived in a simplified model of the
atmosphere. Consider one layer of a barotropic atmosphere. The mechanism of Rossby




+ v ·∇ζ = −ζD + F, (1.31)





divergence, and F is the frictional term. (Although this is an approximation of the real
atmosphere, Sardeshmukh and Hoskins (1985) find that it adequately describes the major
large-scale vorticity dynamics in the tropics.)
Following Sardeshmukh and Hoskins (1988) and Shimizu and de Albuquerque Cav-
alcanti (2011), the velocity can be written as the sum of its rotational and divergent
components, respectively:
v = vΨ + vχ. (1.32)
Then, the vorticity equation 1.31 may be rewritten as
∂ζ
∂t
+ vΨ ·∇ζ = S + F = −ζD − vχ ·∇ζ + F. (1.33)
The leftmost side of 1.33 contains all the rotation terms, which involve Rossby wave prop-
agation. The right hand sides of 1.33 contain the Rossby wave forcing terms: a (negligible)
frictional term and the Rossby wave source,
S = −ζD − vχ ·∇ζ. (1.34)
The expression for the Rossby wave source tells us that Rossby wave forcing is larger when
the absolute vorticity, divergence, the divergent velocity, and the gradient of vorticity are
larger.
In the tropics, anomalously warm SSTs enhance the transfer of heat to the troposphere.
The enhanced deep convection, as well as being connected to higher precipitation, leads to
increasing divergence at high levels. Thus, Rossby waves are associated with heating and
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precipitation anomalies in the tropics. However, near the equator, the gradient of vorticity





where Ω is the angular speed of the earth, and ∂φ = a∂y where a is the radius of the
earth. Very near the equator, then, the gradient of planetary vorticity is small since
φ and thus sinφ are small. Additionally, in the subtropics, there are strong vorticity
gradients associated with the jet streams. Therefore, the Rossby wave source is largest not
at the center of such tropical anomalies, but at their edges in the subtropics (Shimizu and
de Albuquerque Cavalcanti, 2011).
Rossby waves generated in the tropics by such mechanisms can then propagate pole-
wards; this is the means through which teleconnections occur.
1.3 Role of internal variability in the response to ex-
ternal forcing
Previous work has shown that the background climate state, controlled in part by internal
variability, can modulate the climate response to an external forcing. The atmospheric
circulation response to sea ice loss has been suggested to depend on the background state
of sea ice (Semenov and Latif, 2015). Balmaseda et al (2010) find that the background state
of the ocean and atmosphere influences the atmospheric response to sea ice loss; specifically,
the polarity of the Arctic Oscillation-like response is influenced by the background SST.
Additionally, it has been found that the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, a long term mode of
variability, influences the climate response to sea ice loss (Screen and Francis, 2016).
Most relevantly, the AMV has been found to influence the response to external forcing
(Osborne et al, 2017; Li et al, 2018; Vial et al, 2018). Osborne et al (2017) used an
atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) to compare the atmospheric response to
sea ice loss with AMV(+) or AMV(−) SSTs, and found that the response in the North Pacific
is sensitive to AMV phase. Li et al (2018) used both AGCM experiments and reanalysis
data, and found that sea ice loss induces a different Arctic Oscillation response depending
on the AMV phase. Finally, Vial et al (2018) find that the AMV influences the tropical
precipitation and circulation response to external forcing, by changing the magnitude of
the CO2-forced weakening of the Walker Circulation.
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1.4 Role of ocean-atmosphere coupling
There exists a hierarchy of complexities of climate models (Held, 2005). Atmosphere-
ocean coupled general circulation models (GCMs) are among the most complex, using the
Navier-Stokes equations as well as various parameterizations to simulate climate, including
interactions between ocean and atmosphere. Atmospheric GCMs (AGCMs) are one step
less complex, with a similarly simulated atmosphere that responds to, but cannot influence,
the prescribed ocean and sea ice.
AGCMs have advantages: in addition to being less computationally expensive to run,
they allow for experiments which isolate cause (i.e. boundary forcing) and effect (i.e.
atmospheric circulation). This separation of cause and effect is very difficult to achieve in
coupled models, and can be very useful for improving understanding of climate variability
and change. However, experiments using prescribed boundary forcing inherently assume
that oceanic and sea ice feedbacks, which are not present in AGCM simulations due to
the lack of ocean-atmosphere coupling, are not important for understanding the primary
details of the atmospheric response.
The effect of the lack of coupling in AGCMs on both internal variability and externally
forced changes has been investigated; the latter is of interest here. He and Soden (2016a)
compare externally forced climate changes in an AGCM and a GCM, and find that the
response to forcing in the GCM can be well reproduced in the AGCM, justifying the use
of AGCMs in simulating anthropogenic climate changes. Deser et al (2016a) find that the
overall structure of the northern extratropical atmospheric circulation response to Arctic
sea ice loss is the same with and without ocean-atmosphere coupling. However, with
coupling, the response is magnified by roughly 50%. Consistently, Smith et al (2017) also
find a magnified atmospheric response to sea ice loss with coupling. Further, Deser et al
(2015) find that a lack of ocean-atmosphere coupling geographically confines the response
to Arctic sea ice loss to the region north of 30◦N, whereas with coupling there is a global
response.
Overall, GCMs and AGCMs are both extremely useful tools in the correct situation:
GCMs more accurately simulate the real climate, as they allow the ocean and atmosphere
to interact, while AGCMs allow for more direct investigations of cause and effect. Thus,
both types of model will be used here.
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1.5 Objectives and research questions
Previous work has shown that the background climate state, controlled in part by inter-
nal variability, can modulate the climate response to an external forcing (Boé et al, 2010;
Semenov and Latif, 2015; Balmaseda et al, 2010; Screen and Francis, 2016). In terms of
climate prediction, this may be of particular interest in the North Atlantic, where the multi-
decadal variability in the AMOC and AMV lead to especially long potential predictability.
While previous studies have investigated the impact of North Atlantic variability, specifi-
cally the AMV, on the response to external forcing (Osborne et al, 2017; Li et al, 2018),
none have done so using simulations with an atmosphere-ocean coupled model. Thus, the
influence of the AMV on the climate response to external forcing in a coupled climate
model is worthy of investigation.
The main objective of this thesis is to describe, and identify the mechanisms controlling,
the AMV influence on the northern extratropical response to external forcing. The set of
coupled model AMV initialization experiments allows for the investigation of the influence
of the AMV, including its potential mechanisms and its dependence on the applied external
forcing.
However, while atmosphere-ocean coupling can improve the accuracy of the response
to forcing, it is very difficult to separate cause and effect in output from a coupled climate
model. Using the coupled model experiments, it is therefore difficult to identify with
certainty the mechanisms which cause the AMV influence on the climate response. A
second set of simulations using an uncoupled climate model is developed to isolate the




The first section of this chapter describes the two sets of modelling experiments which
will be discussed in this thesis. First, the AMV initialization experiments and the coupled
model on which they were run, CNRM-CM5, are described. This set of experiments was
designed to investigate the influence of the AMV phase on the response to external forcing
in a coupled model. The results of these experiments will be presented in Chapter 3.
Second, the sea ice forcing experiments and the AGCM on which they were run, CAM4,
are described. These experiments were designed for the purpose of identifying the influence
of specific AMV-related sea ice anomalies on the local atmosphere. The results of these
experiments will be presented in Chapter 4. Finally, the second section of this chapter
discusses some diagnostic methods that will be used throughout the thesis.
2.1 Climate model configurations
2.1.1 Atmosphere-ocean coupled model simulations
The CNRM-CM5 model
The CNRM-CM5 model was used for all atmosphere-ocean coupled model simulations in
this thesis. CNRM-CM5 is a global atmosphere-ocean coupled climate model, usually used
to simulate climate and to project future climate. The model has been described in detail
by Voldoire et al (2013). It was developed as part of the Coupled Model Intercompar-
ison Project 5 (CMIP5) suite of models (Taylor et al, 2012). The model uses the cou-
pler OASIS3 to link together its three distinct components: the atmospheric component
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ARPEGE-Climat together with the surface component SURFEX, the ocean component
NEMO together with the sea ice component GELATO, and the runoff component TRIP.
The atmospheric component, ARPEGE-Climat, uses a semi-Lagrangian dynamical
core. It has a 30 minute timestep, except for the radiative transfer module, which is
instead called every three hours. It has a Gaussian grid with a horizontal resolution of
1.4◦ and 31 vertical levels. Obviously, with a single grid box spanning 1.4◦ by 1.4◦ degrees,
many atmospheric processes cannot be resolved, and must instead be represented by pa-
rameterizations. Key parameterizations in the atmospheric component include those for
longwave and shortwave radiation, aerosols, clouds, and large-scale precipitation, described
in the references of Voldoire et al (2013). The ocean component, NEMO, uses a 1 hour
timestep. It has a triangular grid with a horizontal resolution of 1◦ and 42 vertical levels.
In terms of model performance, CNRM-CM5 is overall similar to other CMIP5 in terms
of its global seasonal cycle of historical climatology (Stocker and Coauthors, 2013). Fur-
thermore, it has a realistic global energy budget and weak ocean temperature drift (Voldoire
et al, 2013). Ruprich-Robert and Cassou (2015) evaluate the model in the North Atlantic,
the region of interest here, and find that its mean ocean dynamics and deep convection
zones correspond well with observations. However, despite overall broad agreement with
observations, some major biases remain. Simulated precipitation compares poorly with ob-
servations in some regions, with excess precipitation in the tropical Southern Hemisphere
being the prominent precipitation bias (Voldoire et al, 2013). Furthermore, large SST bi-
ases occur in the North Atlantic. Specifically, a cold SST bias of up to 6-7 ◦C occurs off
Newfoundland, along with a negative salinity bias which compensates density. These bi-
ases are associated with a Gulf Stream and a North Atlantic Current that are inconsistent
with observations (Ruprich-Robert and Cassou, 2015). Finally, the transport of cold, fresh
water from the Labrador Sea to the midlatitudes is larger in CNRM-CM5 than observed
(Ruprich-Robert and Cassou, 2015).
AMV initialization experiment design
To investigate the influence of the AMV phase on predictability and on the response to
external forcing, four experiments were conducted using CNRM-CM5. These AMV ini-
tialization experiments were designed and performed by collaborators at CNRS-CERFACS
(Centre national de la recherche scientifique - Centre européen de recherche et de forma-
tion avancée en calcul scientifique), and the output data was provided to us in the form
of monthly data for each realization for a multitude of climate variables. Each experi-
ment was initialized with a unique combination of AMV phase (+/-) and external forcing
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(CO2/aerosols). In addition, unforced pre-industrial control (PICTL) integrations, with
no imposed external forcing, were initialized from AMV +/- conditions.
Each simulation was initialized with extreme AMV conditions from either AMV(+) or
AMV(−). For this, the same method was followed as described in Ménégoz et al (2018).
One warm and one cold AMV period were selected from the CMIP5 CNRM-CM5 850-year
pre-industrial control (PICTL) simulation. One year within each period was randomly
chosen, and then used as the initial ocean conditions both for the PICTL and externally
forced simulations during the corresponding AMV phase. Specifically, year 141 (303) was
chosen to serve as initial conditions for the warm (cold) AMV case (stars in Fig. 2.1);
these years represent extreme states of the opposite AMV phases. For each AMV state,
10 members of 30-year PICTL simulations were produced by varying only the atmospheric
initial state.
 M. Ménégoz et al.
1 3
The volcanic forcing induces a decrease of the downward 
energy fluxes that reaches a maximum of 4 W m−2 6 months 
after the eruption onset, both at the top of the atmosphere 
and at the surface (Fig. 3a, b). The global net energy balance 
of the atmosphere comes back to pre-eruption values around 
2 years after the onset of the eruption.
Figure 2b shows a significant initial value predictabil-
ity of the AMV that persists in both ensembles for at least 
10 years. A-cold and A-warm envelops formed by their 
respective 13 members very rarely overlap and ensem-
ble means are clearly disjoint. In both cases, the Pinatubo 
eruption leads to surface cooling from Year 2 and its effect 
persists up to 7-to-9 years; by then the ensemble means of 
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2  a Annual AMV index defined as the low-pass filtered North-
Atlantic SST index using a Lanczos filter (51 weights and a 25-year 
cutoff period, see Ruprich-Robert and Cassou 2015), computed from 
the CNRM-CM5 piControl run. The orange and green stars cor-
respond to the years selected for the initialization of A-warm and 
A-cold ensemble experiments, respectively. b Annual AMV index for 
13 members of A-warm (orange curves) and A-cold (green curves) 
ensembles over 10  years. Ensemble means for A-warm and A-cold 
are in black but in red and blue for PinA-warm and PinA-cold, 
respectively
Table 1  Summary of the model 
experiments Experiment Initial conditions External forcing # Ensemble Duration (years)
piControl Model spinup Pre-industrial 1 850
A-cold Cold AMV (yr 303) Pre-industrial 36 (13) 5 (10)
A-warm Warm AMV (yr 141) Pre-industrial 36 (13) 5 (10)
PinA-cold Cold AMV(yr 303) Pre-industrial + Pinatubo AOT 36 (13) 5 (10)
PinA-warm Warm AMV(yr 141) Pre-industrial + Pinatubo AOT 36 (13) 5 (10)
Figure 2.1: Annual normalized AMV index in the long CNRM-CM5 PICTL run. The years chosen for
initialization of experiments are starred (orange star for AMV(+) initial conditions, green for AMV(−)).
From Ménégoz et al (2018). Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre
GmbH: Springer Nature, Climate Dynamics, Role of the Atlantic Multidecadal Variability in modulating
the climate response to a Pinatubo-like volcanic eruption, Ménégoz et al., Copyright 2018.
Two external forcings were separately applied: a 2% per year increase in CO2 (“CO2”),
and a linear aerosol increas (“AER”). For each initial AMV phase and each external
forcing, an ensemble with 10 members of 30-year simulations was produced in the same
manner as described above. The main focus is on the response to CO2 forcing (Section
3.2.1); this will be comp red to the response to aerosol forcing in Section 3.2.2.
Ensemble means, rather than the in ividual simulations, are shown, in order to isolate
the forced response from short-term inte nal vari bility. Student’s t-tests are used to















(n1 − 1)S21 + (n2 − 1)S22
n1 + n2 − 2
, (2.2)
and where X i is the ensemble mean of each experiment, S
2
i is the ensemble variance, and
ni is the sample size. The associated P-value is the probability of the observed difference
in means occurring, if the null hypothesis that the ensemble means were equal was true.
If the P-value is less than 0.05, then the difference is said to be statistically significant at
the 95% significance level.
Linear trends are used as a simple and intuitive representation of the net changes over
the 30 year experiments. The validity of using trends was tested using epoch differential
analysis, as in Deser and Phillips (2009). For various fields, the difference between the
mean of the last 10 years and the mean of the first 10 years was calculated, and compared
to the linear trend. The results from the two methods were nearly identical (not shown),
showing that the linear trend is a good representation of the net changes.
The response to a given external forcing in a given AMV phase is calculated as the
difference between the ensemble mean 30-year trends in the externally forced and the
PICTL simulations initialized in that phase. For example, the response to CO2 forcing in
AMV(+) is given by the (CO2AMV+ - PICTLAMV+) ensemble mean trends. Throughout this
thesis, for simplicity, the total response to each forcing is shown in the AMV(+) simulations
only.
The component of the response to a given external forcing that is influenced by the
AMV phase, termed the “AMV-related response”, is calculated as the difference between
the response, as defined above, in AMV(+), and that in AMV(−). For example, the AMV-
related response to CO2 forcing is given by [(CO2AMV+ - PICTLAMV+) - (CO2AMV- -
PICTLAMV-)] ensemble mean trends. As all factors except the AMV(+) or AMV(−) initial
conditions are held fixed, this gives the difference in the response that can be attributed
to the initial AMV state.
2.1.2 Atmospheric model simulations
The NCAR CAM4 model
The NCAR CAM4 model was used for all atmosphere-only model simulations in this
thesis. Unfortunately, although the atmospheric component of CNRM-CM5 can be run as
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an AGCM, due to logistical issues this was not possible for this project. The NCAR CAM4
model is a global atmospheric climate model, usually used to simulate climate, often for
the purpose of identifying the atmospheric response to certain sea ice concentration (SIC)
or SST forcings. The NCAR CAM model has been described in detail by Neale et al
(2013). The version used here is the CAM4 that is part of the Community Earth System
Model (CESM) 1.0.4 (Kay et al, 2015). The model consists of active atmosphere and land
components, while ocean and sea ice are prescribed.
CAM4 uses a finite volume Eulerian dynamical core. All simulations were run using
26 vertical levels and a finite volume grid with a horizontal resolution of 1.9x2.5◦. This
resolution was chosen as it was judged to be high enough for relatively good results, while
also not being too computationally expensive. Higher horizontal resolutions were available
and could have been used; however, while higher resolutions have been found to improve
some aspects of CAM results, the improvements are not drastic (eg. Neale et al, 2013;
Bacmeister et al, 2014) and were here judged not necessary given the associated higher
computational expense. The simulations were run on the Compute Canada high perfor-
mance cluster Graham using 2 nodes, with 32 tasks per node. With this set-up, the model
ran at a rate of roughly 40 simulated years per day.
As CAM4 is an atmospheric model, any SST biases result from prescribed boundary
conditions. Some deficiencies in the atmospheric model are that the CAM4 cloud fraction
is too low with respect to observations, and therefore there are also biases in cloud radiative
forcing in the model (Neale et al, 2013).
Sea ice forcing experiment design
Two pairs of simulations were designed, for the purpose of evaluating the atmospheric
influence of AMV-related sea ice anomalies in the Greenland and Barents Seas. These
simulations differed only by their prescribed sea ice concentration (SIC) and sea surface
temperature (SST) boundary conditions, which are listed in Table 2.1 and described in
more detail below.
Simulation Name Description of Boundary Conditions
CESMclim CESM default PICTL climatology
CNRMclim CNRM PICTL climatology
CESMperturbed CESM climatology + regional AMV(−) SIC anomalies
CNRMperturbed CNRM climatology + regional AMV(−) SIC anomalies
Table 2.1: List and descriptions of AGCM experiments
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Boundary conditions (prescribed SST and SIC) are a function of month, but not of
year. Each simulation was run for 15 model years. To test for robustness, one simulation
was run for 30 years, and compared to a 15 year run with the same boundary conditions.
The response did not change significantly with the larger sample size, confirming that 15
years is long enough to obtain a robust response for these experiments. That a shorter
run is sufficient for the atmospheric model simulations than used in the coupled model
simulations is in part because of the types of experiments: in the atmospheric model runs,
each year is the same, whereas in the coupled model runs have a time-dependent forcing
and must therefore be run for longer.
The CESMclim boundary conditions are the default pre-industrial control boundary con-
ditions for CAM4, which are derived from the average SSTs from 1870-1899 in the Merged
Hadley-NOAA/OI (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) weekly
optimum interpolation (OI)) Sea Surface Temperature & Sea-Ice Concentration dataset,
described in Hurrell et al (2008). The CNRMclim boundary conditions are based on the
monthly means from the long CNRM PICTL run, modified to the correct grid for use in
CESM. The monthly means are linearly interpolated within the model to produce a time
series of boundary conditions while maintaining the monthly mean. The anomalies pre-
scribed on top of the CESM and CNRM climatologies in CESMperturbed and CNRMperturbed,
respectively, are identical in both cases. These anomalies are based on the monthly mean
SIC anomalies (relative to the long CNRM PICTL run) in the PICTLAMV- ensemble, solely
in the Greenland and Barents Sea region. Specifically, this is the region from 65◦N-85 ◦N,
30◦W - 60◦E. Sea surface temperatures were not modified from climatological values, even
where sea ice changes may have led to SST changes, in order to isolate the response due
directly to SIC changes.
The reason for the focus on AMV(−), rather than AMV(+), is a logistical one. As
shown below, the climatological sea ice is lower in CESMclim than in CNRMclim. AMV(+)
is warmer than climatology, so there are negative sea ice anomalies in the PICTLAMV+ runs.
These anomalies cannot be identically prescribed on top of the CESMclim and CNRMclim
boundary conditions, as in some regions CESMclim does not have as much ice as was lost
in the PICTLAMV+ runs. Thus, in order to have identical anomalies in the boundary
conditions in the perturbed runs, the positive SIC anomalies from AMV(−) are used.
The main focus in this thesis will be on the simulations with prescribed CNRM cli-
matology. The simulations with prescribed CESM climatology will be briefly discussed in
order to investigate the influence of a different background climatology on the response to
sea ice forcing. The interest in this question is motivated later in the thesis (Section 4.3).
The annual mean of the anomalies in the boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Fig. 2.2a shows the SIC anomalies prescribed in the perturbed runs. SIC is higher in
the region of interest relative to the climatological (control) runs; in AMV(−), as will be
discussed later, there is anomalously high Arctic sea ice, particularly in this region. Fig. 2.3
shows the seasonal cycle of these sea ice anomalies.
Fig. 2.2b,c show the annual mean differences in climatological sea ice and SST, re-
spectively, between the CNRM and CESM runs. In CNRM climatology, the northern
hemisphere SSTs are largely colder while the southern hemisphere SSTs are warmer than
those in CESM climatology. Consistent with the SST differences, in CNRM there is more
sea ice in the northern hemisphere, and less in the southern hemisphere. As the CESM
climatology is based on observations, these differences are consistent with the known biases
with respect to observations in CNRM, some of which were discussed above.
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Figure 2.2: a) Annual mean of the AMV-related sea ice concentration anomalies (%) prescribed in the
perturbed runs. The outlined region shows the area where AMV(−) sea ice anomalies were prescribed.
The units are given in the top right hand corner. b) Annual mean of the difference in climatological sea
ice concentration (%) in CNRM and CESM (CNRM-CESM). c) As in b, for SST (K).
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Figure 2.3: Seasonal means of the AMV-related SIC (%) anomalies prescribed in the perturbed runs.
The region shown is the outlined region in Fig. 2.2a:, which is the only region where SIC anomalies are
prescribed.
The AGCM response to AMV(−) Barents and Greenland Sea SIC changes is calculated
as the difference between the perturbed and the climatological simulations with the same
background climatology. The experiment design described here allows for the isolation
of the atmospheric response to sea ice changes in this particular region. This can be
compared to the coupled model results to elucidate the effect of the sea ice changes in the
coupled model. However, note that even if the sea ice forcing were solely responsible for
the atmospheric changes in the coupled model, the atmospheric anomalies in the coupled
and atmospheric models would not be expected to be identical. First, model differences
are expected to lead to some differences in the atmospheric response. Second, the lack
of coupling in the atmospheric model means it cannot simulate any ocean-atmosphere
feedbacks which occur in the coupled model. However, similar atmospheric anomalies in
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the AGCM response to AMV(−) sea ice and the coupled model AMV(−) ensemble would
suggest that sea ice has a dominant role in causing those anomalies.
2.2 Diagnostic methods
2.2.1 Constructed Circulation Analog Method
The constructed circulation analog method is a technique to determine the dynamical
component of the anomalies in a variable. Here, it is used to separate the total anomalies in
near-surface air temperature (TAS) into their dynamical and thermodynamic components.
The dynamical component is defined as the anomaly originating solely through changes in
atmospheric circulation, in the absence of changes in TAS due to direct radiative forcing.
The thermodynamic component is the residual anomaly, and consists of anomalies due to
direct radiative forcing as as well as changes in SSTs, land surface properties, and sea ice.
This method is described by Deser et al (2016b). For a given timestep (1 month) in a
given ensemble member, a set of Na = 150 of the closest sea level pressure (PSL) analogs
from the CNRM 850-year PICTL run during the same month is found. “Analogs” with the
target PSL field refers to states of the atmosphere which resemble that target. “Closest”
is defined based on the Euclidean distance from the target PSL field in the domain of
interest, which is the domain north of 20◦N. The optimal linear combination of a random
subsampling of Ns = 100 of the PSL analogs that best fits the target PSL field (that of
the ensemble member) is then computed. This is done by expressing the target PSL field
as a column vector Xh and the selected set of 100 analogs as a matrix Xs; then
Xh ∼ Xsβ = XCA, (2.3)
where β is a column vector of fitted regression coefficients, and XCA is a constructed PSL
analog. The value of β is determined from
β = X−1s Xh (2.4)
by using a singular value decomposition to estimate the inverse of Xs. Finally, the asso-
ciated dynamically induced component, Ydyn, of a variable of interest, Y (here, TAS), is
calculated as
Ydyn = Ysβ, (2.5)
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where Ys is the set of fields of Y from the same months as Xs. That is, Ydyn is constructed
using the same linear combinations of months from the CNRM long PICTL run as was
used to construct XCA. This process is repeated Nr = 50 times and the resulting average
Y field is the dynamical component of the Y anomalies. The thermodynamic component,
Ythermo, is obtained as the residual
Ythermo = Yh − Ydyn, (2.6)
where Yh is the Y field from the same month as Xh. The entire process is repeated for
each time step of each ensemble member of each ensemble.
Deser et al (2016b) test the sensitivity of the result to the chosen values of Ns and Nr.
They find that the results are robust to changes in both values, as long as the values are
reasonably large (Ns > 10 and Nr > 20).
2.2.2 Climate Indices
The AMV index was calculated using the method proposed by Trenberth and Shea (2006):
the annual mean AMV index was calculated as departures of North Atlantic SST (in the
region 0 - 60◦N) from the global mean SST (in the region 60◦S - 60◦N), and then smoothed
using an 11-year running mean. In other work, the AMV index has been calculated as
the linearly detrended, decadally filtered area-average North Atlantic SSTs (Enfield et al,
2001). This method was not appropriate here due to the linear detrending step, meant
to remove the (assumed linear) secular anthropogenic changes in SST. However, since the
simulations analyzed here do not contain a full AMV cycle, by linearly detrending, some
AMV-related trends are removed. Therefore, the method proposed by Trenberth and Shea
(2006) was more appropriate and was used instead.
As a measure of monthly mean atmospheric circulation in the northern extratropics and
Arctic, the Arctic Oscillation (AO) index is used. The AO is the leading mode of internal
variability in the Arctic (Thompson and Wallace, 1998). An AO index was calculated for
each month of the CMIP5 850-year CNRM-CM5 PICTL simulation as the negative of the
field mean north of 66◦N of the monthly anomaly in 1000 hPa geopotential height (Z1000).
This approximation is made because the positive AO is associated with a large negative
pressure centered over the Arctic Ocean. The PSL and TAS patterns associated with the
positive AO in the CNRM-CM5 model were then determined by regressing the 850-year
PICTL simulation onto the calculated AO index. The area-weighted, uncentered pattern
correlation with the AO pattern for the region north of 30◦N was then used to quantify
the resemblance of a given field to the positive AO.
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Chapter 3
Results of AMV initialization
experiments in a GCM
This chapter discusses the results of the AMV initialization experiments. The design of
these experiments is presented in Section 2.1.1. The goal is to identify the influence of the
AMV phase on the response to an external forcing, and investigate the mechanisms of this
influence. First, the details of the AMV phase in the absence of any external forcing will
be discussed. Second, the influence of the AMV phase on the response to CO2 forcing will
be investigated. Finally, the influence of the AMV phase on the response to aerosol forcing
will be briefly investigated and compared to that with CO2 forcing, in order to investigate
which - if any - parts of the AMV influence on the response are robust to different external
forcings.
3.1 AMV influence in the pre-industrial control cli-
mate
3.1.1 Mean AMV-related anomalies
In this section, the timescale of the predictability from the initial AMV-related ocean condi-
tions is determined, to ensure that considering the 30-year simulations to be representative
of a given AMV phase is justified. Then, the climatological anomalies associated with
the AMV phase in the PICTL simulations are presented, and compared to the AMV in
observations and other models. This is important as CNRM-CM5 must adequately model
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the AMV; otherwise, the results found here would not be remotely applicable to nature.
Further, identifying the background climate anomalies in AMV(+) and in AMV(−) is es-
sential for understanding how this background influences the climate response to external
forcing.
As discussed in Section 1.1.1, the initial ocean values of a climate model simulation
have a measurable influence on the climate for only a limited time. While the extreme SST
anomalies in the North Atlantic are associated with long predictability, this still raises the
question of how the influence of the initial AMV-related SST values evolves over the 30-year
long simulations. Fig. 3.1a shows time series of the AMV index over the 30-year PICTL
simulations (excluding the first and last 5 years, due to the running mean). The ensemble
spread, interestingly, is similar for all 20 years shown; note that while initially there would
be zero spread, as the initial ocean conditions are the same within each ensemble, the
averaging obscures this characteristic. The ensemble means of the AMV(+) and AMV(−)
initialized simulations clearly remain distinct for all years shown, indicating predictability
of at least that long. Not all ensemble members remain in the AMV phase they were
initialized in; however, the ensemble mean remains in the initial AMV phase, although it
may trend slightly towards a neutral AMV phase. This remains true for the experiments
with external forcings applied (Fig. 3.1b,c). Thus, it makes sense to refer to the AMV(+)
experiments as being in an AMV(+) phase throughout, and the same for AMV(−).
Figure 3.1: Smoothed AMV index for each realization with AMV(+) initial conditions (thin red lines)
and AMV(−) initial conditions (thin blue lines), as well as their ensemble means (thick black lines), in a)
PICTL, b) CO2, and c) AER.
The rest of this section will show the AMV climatology in the CNRM model and com-
pare it with the literature. The northern extratropical pattern associated with the AMV
phase is shown in Fig. 3.2 as the time mean difference between the PICTLAMV+ ensemble
mean and the PICTLAMV- ensemble mean. The near-surface air temperature (TAS) in
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AMV(+) is the same or higher than that in AMV(−) nearly everywhere in the region of
interest, consistent with Chylek et al (2009, 2010); Osborne et al (2017). Differences are
particularly large in the Greenland and Barents Sea regions, associated with large differ-
ences in Arctic sea ice in these regions. This is consistent with observations (Miles et al,
2014). Snow cover and sea level pressure (PSL) anomalies are consistent with warmer
temperatures in AMV(+), with mostly negative snow anomalies, and a low over the area
of largest warm anomalies in AMV(+).
Figure 3.2: Difference (AMV(+) minus AMV(−)) in climatological 30-year annual means in a) near-
surface air temperature (TAS, K), b) sea ice concentration (SIC, %), c) snow cover (SNC, %), and d)
sea level pressure (PSL, hPa). Areas where the difference is significant at a 95% significance level are
stippled. In b, the contours show the mean climatological sea ice extent as defined by the 15% SIC line;
the AMV(+) sea ice extent is shown in red and the AMV(−), in green. Units of % indicate the absolute
percentage of the grid box that is covered by sea ice (as opposed to the relative percentage change in
SIC). Where differences in means are too small to be seen but statistically significant, they are uniformly
positive differences in TAS and negative in SIC.
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The constructed analog method (Section 2.2.1) was used to determine the roles of dy-
namical and thermodynamic mechanisms in the mean AMV-related TAS changes. Fig. 3.3
shows the mean AMV TAS pattern (AMV(+) - AMV(−)) in DJF and its breakdown into
its dynamical and thermodynamic components. The focus is on DJF as this is when the
AMV-related mean changes are largest, and (as justified later) as DJF will be the main
season of interest in this thesis. From Fig. 3.3b, it is clear that the TAS anomalies are
contributed to by AMV-related circulation changes, and (Fig. 3.3c) by thermodynamic
mechanisms such as the direct influence of AMV-related SST and SIC changes. In gen-
eral, both mechanisms lead to a warmer AMV(+)/cooler AMV(−). There are some small
(but significant) regions where dynamical changes induce cool anomalies in AMV(+), but
these are countered by the thermodynamic warm anomalies. Both mechanisms contribute
approximately equally to the maximum TAS anomaly over the Greenland and Barents
Seas.
Figure 3.3: a) Total mean AMV pattern (AMV(+) - AMV(−)), in PICTL DJF TAS (K), and its b) dy-
namical and c) thermodynamic components. Areas where the difference is significant at a 95% significance
level are stippled.
Differences between AMV phases are not limited to the North Atlantic sector, despite
the AMV being defined by the North Atlantic SST variations. There are also relatively
large temperature and sea ice changes with AMV phase in the North Pacific sector (3.2).
The AMV phase impacting the North Pacific SSTs is consistent with previous results (Lyu
et al, 2017).
The AMV phase also influences climate in the tropical Pacific. Fig. 3.4 shows the DJF
mean tropical precipitation anomalies associated with AMV phase. The AMV-related
precipitation changes are largest in the tropical Pacific, with a drier western and wetter
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eastern/central Pacific in the AMV(+) phase - i.e., a weakening of the Walker circulation.
This is consistent with Vial et al (2018), who used a similar set of simulations.
The changes in the tropical and North Pacific may be related: Fig. 3.4 provides evidence
for AMV-related changes in teleconnections between these regions. As discussed in Section
1.2, the Rossby wave source indicates where Rossby waves – which are the mechanisms for
teleconnections – are generated; thus, the Rossby wave source changes shown in Fig. 3.4
suggest that differences in teleconnections exist between AMV phases. The anomalous
largescale waves in eddy geopotential height at 250 hPa (Z250) reinforce this. Previous
work (Lyu et al, 2017) has found that the AMV influences the Walker circulation and
thus the teleconnections between the tropical and northern Pacific; however, they found a
westward shift rather than a weakening of the Walker circulation in AMV(+).
Figure 3.4: Mean AMV pattern (AMV(+) - AMV(−)), in PICTL DJF precipitation (scaled shading),
eddy Z250 (black contours), and Rossby wave source (green shading). Units of precipitation are kg/m2/day.
Precipitation differences above 30 N are masked, in order to only show tropical precipitation. Areas where
the difference in eddy Z250 is significant at a 95% significance level are stippled. Negative contours are
dashed. Each Z250 contour represents 2 m. Areas where the absolute value of the difference in Rossby
wave source is larger than 1*10−11 s−2 are shaded in green; dark green indicates a positive value, while
light green indicates a negative value.
In summary, the AMV-related anomalies in the CNRM-CM5 model are largely similar
to those in observations and in other models. The AMV phase significantly influences
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climatology not just locally, but in many regions, including the Arctic and the North and
tropical Pacific.
3.1.2 Trends in the pre-industrial control
The time mean climatology associated with the AMV, as discussed in the previous section,
is not the entire story for the PICTL simulations. The AMV(+) and AMV(−) simulations
are started at an extreme point in the AMV cycle. Therefore, it is not surprising that
over the 30 model years of the simulation - which is an appreciable fraction of the total
AMV timescale of roughly 60-80 years - there are trends in the PICTL simulations, as the
ensemble mean generally trends towards a neutral AMV phase. This effect is stronger in
the AMV(−) runs, possibly because the randomly chosen AMV(−) initial ocean conditions
are at a more extreme point than the AMV(+) initial ocean conditions (Fig. 2.1).
It is assumed that the directly AMV-related trends are the same in the PICTL and
externally forced simulations. If this assumption were entirely true, then for each phase,
by subtracting the trends in PICTL from those in the externally forced simulations, the
trends that were directly related to the AMV initial conditions would cancel out, and
what remained would be the trends due to external forcing - both those independent of
and dependent on the AMV phase. However, identifying and describing the trends in the
PICTL phase is still interesting.
Fig. 3.5a shows the annual temperature trends in AMV(+), and Fig. 3.5b shows the
difference in these trends between AMV phases (AMV(+) - AMV(−)). In AMV(+), there
is a very small cooling trend in the region over Eurasia and the Barents and Greenland
Seas, while in AMV(−) (not shown) there is a much stronger warming trend in this region.
Therefore, the difference in trends is negative in this region. As the mean climatology is
warmer in AMV(+) and cooler in AMV(−) (see Fig. 3.2), these trends are towards a neutral
AMV in both phases (although much more strongly so in AMV(−)).
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Figure 3.5: a) 30-year trend in PICTL total annual mean TAS (K) during the AMV(+) phase, and b)
difference in said trend between AMV phases (AMV(+) minus AMV(−)). c,d) As in a,b for total DJF mean
TAS. Vectors show the same trends in the 850 hPa wind (units: m/s). e,f) As in a,b for dynamical DJF
mean TAS. g,h) As in a,b for thermodynamic DJF mean TAS. Areas where the difference is significant
at a 95% significance level are stippled.
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The AMV(+) DJF TAS trends are shown in Fig. 3.5c, while the difference between
phases is shown in Fig. 3.5d. The magnitude of the influence of the AMV phase on trends
changes seasonally. The largest difference between AMV phases in the TAS trends is in
winter (DJF), closely followed by spring (MAM, not shown). The differences in trends in
MAM and DJF are quite similar. This remains true under external forcings, and therefore
motivates the focus on DJF in this thesis. In DJF, as in the annual mean, there are more
positive TAS trends in AMV(−) in the Greenland and Barents Seas. Also, there are more
positive TAS trends in AMV(+) in central Eurasia and in the Bering Sea (although the
difference in the latter region is not statistically significant).
The type of the mechanisms which force different TAS trends based on AMV phase can
be identified by using the constructed analog method (see Section 2.2.1) to break the TAS
trend differences down into their dynamical and thermodynamic components. In AMV(+)
(Fig. 3.5e,g) dynamical processes are largely responsible for cooling over the Greenland
and Barents Seas and over North America. Both dynamical and thermodynamic processes
drive trends over the Bering Sea, where both have a warming influence, and over continental
western Eurasia, where dynamical warming is countered by thermodynamic cooling. In
the difference between phases (Fig. 3.5f,h), thermodynamic and dynamical processes are
important in roughly the same regions as in AMV(+). The dynamical component dominates
the total difference, while the thermodynamic component is smaller and largely restricted
to regions near the North Atlantic. The trends in 850 hPa wind (Fig. 3.5d) show a more
positive trend in southerly winds in AMV(+) over the Bering Sea, suggesting dynamical
warming in this region occurs partly through advection.
There is evidence that the dynamical changes over the Bering Sea are associated with
a Rossby wave teleconnection to the tropical Indian and Pacific Oceans. In AMV(+), there
are drying trends in the western tropical Pacific, which are associated with trends in the
Rossby wave source in the subtropical western Pacific and a hemispheric-scale Rossby
wave that extends from the subtropics into the extratropics (Fig. 3.6a). (Refer to Section
1.2 for a description of these mechanisms.) In the difference in trends between AMV
phases, differences in the equatorial precipitation trends (with more equatorial drying and
increasing subtropical precipitation in AMV(+)) are associated with different trends in the
Rossby wave source and in Rossby waves themselves.
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Figure 3.6: a) 30-year trend, during the AMV(+) phase, in PICTL DJF mean precipitation (scaled
shading), eddy Z250 (black contours), and Rossby wave source (green shading). Units of precipitation are
kg/m2/day. Precipitation differences above 30 N are masked. Areas where the difference in eddy Z250
is significant at a 95% significance level are stippled. Negative contours are dashed. Each Z250 contour
represents 10 m. Areas where the absolute value of the Rossby wave source is larger than 3*10−11 s−2 are
shaded in green; dark green indicates a positive value, while light green indicates a negative value. b) As
in a, for AMV(+) - AMV(−).
In summary, the AMV-related initial conditions influence climate for all 30 years of the
simulations. In the PICTL simulations, the AMV phase changes the mean climate, with
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AMV(+) warmer and less icy. Additionally, the specific initial (AMV-related) ocean initial
conditions lead to climate trends. Mean anomalies and trends are both largest in DJF.
Unsurprisingly, thermodynamic processes contribute more to trends in regions adjacent
to the North Atlantic (where the AMV influence on the mean climate state is largest).
In regions farther away, thermodynamic influences are small and dynamical influences
clearly dominate, partially through teleconnections to the tropical Indo-Pacific. With
this understanding of how the AMV phase and the specific initial conditions influence
the PICTL climate, the AMV influence on the response to external forcing will now be
investigated.
3.2 AMV influence on the response to external forc-
ing
The global mean response to external forcing is shown in Fig. 3.7 for simulations with
AMV(+) and AMV(−) initial conditions. The global mean temperature response to the
applied CO2 forcing is an increase of approximately 2 K. An increase of 2 K over 30 years
is a much faster warming than that projected for the real climate; this is because the
applied forcing here (roughly a doubling of CO2 over 30 years) is a much stronger forcing
than the range of likely emissions scenarios. The choice of a stronger forcing is not expected
to negatively impact the relevance of the results, as changes in response to the forcing are
mostly linear.
With each forcing, the response in AMV(+) and that in AMV(−) are very similar in
temperature, sea ice, and precipitation. As the global mean response to external forcing
largely does not change in different AMV phases, the focus for the remainder of this thesis
will be on regional responses.
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Figure 3.7: Time series of ensemble mean, global mean a) TAS (◦C), b) SIC (%), and c) PR (kg/m2/day)
anomalies in response to each external forcing, in both AMV(+) and AMV(−).
3.2.1 CO2 forcing
The questions that will be explored in this section are (1) what is the AMV influence on
the response to CO2 forcing and (2) what physical mechanisms explain this influence?
The first of these questions is easy to answer. Fig. 3.8a shows the annual mean TAS
response to CO2 forcing (in AMV(+)). As expected, warming occurs everywhere in the
northern hemisphere extratropics, and is largest in the Arctic. Consistent with warming,
snow cover and sea ice cover decrease (not shown), with the largest decreases in sea ice in
the Greenland and Barents Seas. Fig. 3.8b shows the difference in this warming response
between AMV phases. The AMV-related annual TAS response is a hemispheric-scale
dipole: in AMV(+), continental Eurasia and the Barents and Kara Seas warm more, while
North America, and parts of the extratropical North Pacific and North Atlantic warm less.
Again, snow cover and sea ice have corresponding AMV-related responses, i.e. more (less)
snow/ice loss in regions with more (less) warming.
Seasonally, the annual mean AMV-related response is dominated by the winter (Fig. 3.8d)
and spring (not shown; similar to winter) responses. Therefore, compared to the annual
mean, the DJF AMV-related response has a similar pattern but larger magnitudes. Specif-
ically, there is more warming in AMV(+) in a region centered on the Barents Sea, and less
warming in AMV(+) in North America and the North Pacific. The magnitude of the DJF
AMV-related response is, in some regions, greater than 3 K; comparing Fig. 3.8c and
Fig. 3.8d, this is clearly a significant fraction of the total response to CO2.
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Figure 3.8: As in Fig. 3.5, for CO2-PICTL (i.e. response to CO2 forcing).
In the remainder of this section, the physical mechanism which drive the spatial pattern
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of AMV-related temperature response shown in Fig. 3.8d will be investigated. It is again
useful to decompose the temperature response into its dynamical and thermodynamic com-
ponents. The total warming in response to CO2 (shown for AMV(+)) has both dynamical
(Fig. 3.8e) and thermodynamic (Fig. 3.8g) contributions. The thermodynamic component
is dominant everywhere except over the Greenland and Barents-Kara Seas, where the dy-
namical component is of similar magnitude. Interestingly, for the AMV-related response,
it is instead the dynamical component that dominates nearly everywhere (Fig. 3.8f): that
is, while CO2 forcing mainly acts through thermodynamics, the AMV mainly modulates
the CO2 forcing through atmospheric dynamics.
What specific processes drive the influence of the AMV on the dynamical response?
First, the high-latitude AMV-related response has some similarities with the positive phase
of the Arctic Oscillation (AO), a mode of internal climate variability in the high latitudes.
The positive AO is characterized by a low in the central Arctic and highs in the North
Pacific and Atlantic oceans, as well as a temperature dipole over the Arctic. Fig. 3.9a,b
compares the pattern associated with the positive phase of the Arctic Oscillation in the
CNRM-CM5 model (computed using the 850-year PICTL simulation) with the AMV-
related response to CO2. In fact, the resemblance is not very good. The TAS patterns,
despite both exhibiting a dipole, do not line up well, especially over North America and
eastern Eurasia. The PSL patterns both exhibit a low over the central Arctic, but in
the AMV-related response, the high-pressure center over the North Atlantic is shifted
eastward by about 70◦, and the high-pressure center over the North Pacific is shifted
about 20◦ northward to be situated over the Bering Sea (Fig. 3.9b). Overall, the pattern
correlation between the PICTL AO and the AMV-influenced response to CO2 is only 0.29
(0.27) for TAS (PSL). This indicates that processes other than the AO likely explain the
AMV-related dynamical response.
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Figure 3.9: a) TAS (shading) and PSL (contours) of the 850-year PICTL simulation regressed onto the
AO index. Shading shows the change in TAS per unit change in AO index (K/m). Contours show the
same for PSL; each contour represents 2 Pa/m. b) TAS (shading) and PSL (contours) of the difference
(AMV(+) - AMV(−)) in the total DJF response to CO2. Shading shows the difference in trends in TAS
(K) per 30 years. Contours show the same for PSL; each contour represents 1 hPa per 30 years. c) As in
b, for AER.
Another possible mechanism for the AMV-related dynamical response is through tele-
connections. In PICTL, and in previous work (Lyu et al, 2017), it has been found that the
AMV phase influences teleconnections; thus, it is reasonable to speculate that AMV phase
may influence the teleconnected response as well. Fig. 3.10 shows evidence that the AMV
phase modulates the response to CO2 in the North Pacific sector through its influence on
a teleconnection with the tropical Pacific. In AMV(+), CO2 forcing leads to increases in
DJF equatorial precipitation and decreases in the northern subtropical precipitation. The
Rossby wave source response to CO2 is large in the subtropics, and it is associated with a
zonal wave-2/3 Rossby wave response in the extratropics. The AMV-related precipitation
response is in some regions larger than the precipitation response in AMV(+), as the AMV
phase changes the sign of the precipitation response to CO2. The largest AMV-related
precipitation responses occur in the western tropical Pacific, with more drying in this re-
gion in AMV(+). Differences in the Rossby wave source response are large in the subtropics
north of this region, and a large-scale Rossby wave train appears to radiate from the North
Pacific, to North America, and into the Atlantic-European sector. This shows that a plau-
sible mechanism for at least part of the dynamical AMV-related response in the Bering
Sea is a teleconnection with the tropical Pacific.
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Figure 3.10: As in Fig. 3.6, for CO2-PICTL, with the exception that green-shaded areas are now where
the absolute value of the Rossby wave source is larger than 5*10−11 s−2.
The thermodynamic component of the AMV-related response to CO2 is shown in
Fig. 3.8h. Significant AMV-related responses occur mostly in the regions closest to the
North Atlantic: in AMV(+), there is more warming over western/central Eurasia and the
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Barents Sea, and less warming in eastern North America. The AMV-related response in
the Barents Sea may be partially linked to sea ice processes: there is less (Fig. 3.2b) and
thinner (not shown) initial sea ice in AMV(+) in this region. Under warming, SIC has been
found to decrease more rapidly in areas of thin sea ice, both because the same decrease in
SIC is created by a smaller volume of ice lost (Boé et al, 2010) and because the surface
albedo feedback is more effective (Holland et al, 2006). The expectation is that in areas
of lower sea ice, the positive surface albedo feedback is larger, increasing the amount of
ice melted. Overall, more sea ice loss is expected in the Barents Sea in AMV(+), which
could lead to more warming. However, while this could partially explain the AMV-related
TAS response in the Barents Sea, the warming in western/central Eurasia spreads farther
inland than expected if it were controlled by sea ice related mechanisms. One possible
mechanism for the inland AMV-related TAS response would be differences between AMV
phases in snow loss trends, and thus differences in magnitudes of local snow-related posi-
tive feedbacks. However, the AMV-related snow cover (SNC) response (Fig. 3.11) is largely
insignificant or inconsistent with the AMV-related TAS response. An exception is central
Eurasia, where the larger warming trend in AMV(+) is associated with a larger snow loss
trend in that phase; however, it is not clear whether the higher temperature trends force
the larger snow loss or vice versa. Overall, while more (less) warming in AMV(+) in west-
ern Eurasia (eastern North America) is largely attributable to thermodynamic processes,
specific mechanisms are unclear.
Figure 3.11: a) 30-year trend in CO2-PICTL DJF mean SNC (%) during the AMV(+) phase, and b)
difference between phases in said trend (AMV(+) minus AMV(−)). Areas where the difference is significant
at a 95% significance level are stippled.
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3.2.2 Comparison with aerosol forcing
The influence of the AMV on the response to a 2% per year increase in CO2 was examined
in the previous section. To what extent does the influence of the AMV on the response
to an external forcing depend on the details of that forcing? This is investigated here
by comparing simulations with an imposed anthropogenic aerosol forcing (AER) with the
simulations of the previous section.
The aerosol forcing is different to the CO2 forcing in several aspects. First, the mag-
nitudes of these forcings are different, with the global mean temperature response to CO2
being about five times as large as that to AER (Fig. 3.7). Second, the geographic distri-
bution of the forcings differ: the aerosol forcing is much more regional, and it is generally
confined to the Northern Hemisphere over land and coastal areas. Finally, the sign of the
forcing is different, with CO2 having a warming effect and aerosols having a cooling effect,
as discussed next.
The response to AER in AMV(+) is shown in the left column of Fig. 3.12, and the
AMV-related response is shown in the right column. Fig. 3.12a shows cooling in response
to aerosols, as expected: in the CNRM model, increased aerosol forcing leads to cooling
across the northern extratropics through direct interaction with solar radiation and indirect
interaction with clouds, which both act to increase planetary albedo (Voldoire et al, 2013).
The aerosol cooling in these regions also drives increasing sea ice and snow cover (not
shown). The annual AMV-related temperature response is small (Fig. 3.12b), largely
because the influence of the AMV is very small in all seasons except winter. In DJF,
there is a statistically significant AMV-related response, with less cooling in AMV(+) over
western Eurasia and the Greenland and Barents Seas, and more cooling over the North
Pacific and the central Arctic (Fig. 3.12d).
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Figure 3.12: a,c) 30-year trend in AER minus PICTL annual and DJF mean TAS (K) during the
AMV(+) phase, and b,d) AMV-related response in said trends (AMV(+) minus AMV(−)). Areas where
the difference is significant at a 95% significance level are stippled.
The AMV(+) response and the DJF AMV-related response to aerosol forcing have sim-
ilarities to those to CO2 forcing. In AMV(+), the response to aerosols is largest seasonally
in DJF, and regionally in the Greenland, Barents, and Bering Seas. This is also the case
under CO2 forcing. The DJF AMV-related response to aerosols is a hemispheric dipole,
although it is shifted westward relative to that under CO2 forcing. As a quantitative com-
parison, the pattern correlation between the DJF AMV-related responses under CO2 and
aerosols, for the region north of 50◦N, is 0.58; this indicates that the pattern of the AMV-
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related response is partly independent of forcing in DJF. The spatial variance of the DJF
AMV-related response under aerosol forcing is 154% of that in the CO2 case; this indicates
that the magnitude of the DJF AMV-related response is nonlinear with forcing and is in
fact larger with the much smaller aerosol forcing (roughly -0.4 K global mean temperature
change, compared to roughly 1.8 K for CO2).
Are aspects of the physical mechanisms driving the AMV-related response also robust to
forcing? As under CO2 forcing, the DJF AMV-related response (Fig. 3.9c) under aerosol
forcing resembles the TAS pattern associated with the Arctic Oscillation. The pattern
correlation of the DJF AMV-related response to aerosols with the AO pattern is larger
than in response to CO2: in PSL the pattern correlation is 0.65 and in TAS, 0.46. This
suggests that the DJF AO response to AER is modified by AMV phase, specifically with
a more positive AO response in AMV(+).
Also consistent with CO2 forcing, there is a negative DJF AMV-related TAS response
over the Bering Sea, the region previously found to be influenced by an AMV-related tele-
connection under both PICTL and CO2. Fig. 3.13 supports the idea that the response to
aerosols in the North Pacific sector is influenced by a similar teleconnection. In AMV(+),
aerosol forcing leads to increasing precipitation in the western tropical Pacific, and decreas-
ing precipitation in the subtropical western Pacific as well as the tropical Indian Ocean.
The Rossby wave source response is largest in the subtropics, and there is an associated
Rossby wave response in the extratropics. In the AMV-related response, the largest and
most widespread differences in the precipitation response are in the western tropical Pacific,
where (comparing Fig. 3.13a and b) the AMV(+) and AMV(−) responses are opposite in
sign, as well as in the Indian Ocean. As with CO2 forcing, large differences between AMV
phases in the Rossby wave source occur north of the large precipitation differences, and a
large-scale Rossby wave train radiates from the North Pacific to North America. Therefore,
the negative AMV-related TAS response in the Bering Sea under aerosol forcing appears
to be —at least partially — dynamical, specifically explained by a teleconnection with
the tropical Pacific. Further, the AMV-related responses to aerosols in Fig. 3.13b look
remarkably similar to those to CO2 in Fig. 3.10b. Quantitatively, the pattern correlation
of the AMV-related tropical precipitation responses (between 30◦S and 30◦N) to CO2 and
to aerosols is 0.59, while that of the extratropical (north of 30◦N) AMV-related eddy Z250
responses is 0.72. This similarity indicates that this component of the AMV influence on
the climate response is robust independent of forcing.
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Figure 3.13: As in Fig. 3.10, for AER-PICTL.
Under aerosol forcing, the dipole in the AMV-related response is not evident in seasons
other than DJF, not even MAM (during which it occurs under CO2 forcing). Overall,
while the annual mean AMV-related response is largely dependent on the applied forcing,
many aspects of the DJF AMV-related response are similar under CO2 and aerosol forcing.
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Under both forcings, the AMV-related response exhibits a similarly oriented hemispheric-
scale dipole. This may be partially due to a consistent influence of the AMV phase on the
tropical Pacific response and the tropical teleconnections with the North Pacific.
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Chapter 4
Role of sea ice in driving
AMV-related atmospheric anomalies
In the previous section, externally forced coupled model experiments initialized in different
AMV phases were analyzed, and some mechanisms through which the initial AMV phase
influences the climate and the response to climate forcing were proposed. However, the
interconnected nature of the coupled model leaves some uncertainties regarding cause and
effect. For example, there are differences in air temperature and sea ice climatology and
responses between AMV phases in the Greenland and Barents Seas, but is the sea ice
forcing the atmosphere or vice versa? Using a climate model in atmospheric mode, in
which SSTs and sea ice concentrations (SIC) are prescribed, is useful to investigate such
questions, as it enables a more direct examination of cause and effect. A full description
of the design of these atmospheric experiments, including the prescribed SST and SIC
boundary conditions, can be found in Section 2.1.2
4.1 Understanding the coupled model ensemble mean
response to AMV-related SIC anomalies
Here, the potential role of AMV-related sea ice anomalies in the Greenland and Barents Sea
region in causing local atmospheric changes is investigated. From the AMV initialization
experiments with the coupled model (Chapter 3), this is a region of interest: both dy-
namical and thermodynamic components contribute to AMV-related anomalies (Fig. 3.3)
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in this region, the mechanisms for which are unclear. A pair of atmospheric general cir-
culation model (AGCM) simulations with prescribed AMV-related sea ice anomalies in
the Greenland and Barents Seas is used to investigate the impact of local sea ice and its
role (if any) in forcing local atmospheric changes. As fully described in Section 2.1.2, the
boundary conditions of CNRMperturbed are the AMV(−) sea ice anomalies in the Greenland
and Barents Sea regions superimposed on CNRM 1850s climatology, while the boundary
conditions of CNRMclim are the CNRM 1850s climatology. The atmospheric response to
the SIC anomalies is the difference between the perturbed and control (climatological)
runs. This design allows for investigation of whether local AMV-related sea ice anomalies
the main mechanism for the pattern of AMV-related anomalies in TAS and PSL over the
Greenland and Barents Seas.
If local sea ice anomalies are indeed the main drivers of the atmospheric response, then
the expectation would be that, in the region of the prescribed sea ice anomalies, the time
mean AGCM TAS response to the AMV(−) SIC anomalies would be very similar in both
pattern and magnitude to the coupled model AMV(−) ensemble mean atmospheric anoma-
lies. The heat flux response, PSL response, and the vertical structure of the atmospheric
response would also be comparable to the anomalies in the coupled model in AMV(−). In
response to sea ice forcing, the heat flux would be expected to show that the sea ice is
forcing the atmosphere (negative heat flux anomalies) (eg. Screen, 2017). Seasonally, heat
flux magnitude would maximize in DJF, when both the sea ice forcing is largest (Fig. 2.3
and the air-sea temperature difference is at its extreme, meaning the ocean rapidly loses
heat to the atmosphere (eg. Deser et al, 2010). The expectation for PSL response is less
certain, as previous studies have shown varying results, but most suggest that a high pres-
sure anomaly would be associated with increased sea ice (Vihma, 2014). The expectation
for the nature of the vertical structure (barotropic or baroclinic) is also somewhat uncer-
tain. In a barotropic feature, density depends only on pressure, and large-scale motion
does not depend on height, only on horizontal position and on time; this is contrasted with
a baroclinic feature, where density depends on both pressure and temperature (Holton,
2004). The vertical structure of the response to sea ice changes may be expected to have
both baroclinic and barotropic components, with the former a direct, localized response
to the sea ice forcing, and the latter due to hemispheric-scale sea ice-induced changes in
the large scale atmospheric circulation (eg. Deser et al, 2004; Alexander et al, 2004). In
response to sea ice loss in (roughly) the Greenland Sea, Deser et al (2004) find that the
total response is approximately equivalent barotropic.
Therefore, in this section, these aspects of the AGCM response are presented and
compared to the coupled model AMV- atmospheric anomalies. Fig. 4.1 shows the annual
and seasonal AGCM TAS response to the sea ice forcing, the coupled model TAS anomalies
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in AMV(−) (from PICTLAMV-), and the difference between them. The focus is on the same
region in which the sea ice anomalies are prescribed.
Figure 4.1: Left: AGCM TAS (K) response to local AMV(−) SIC anomalies, with CNRM background
SST and SIC. Middle: Coupled model AMV(−) TAS (K) anomalies. Right: Difference between AGCM
and coupled model AMV(−) TAS (K) anomalies. Note the non-linear scale. Areas where the difference is
significant at a 95% significance level are stippled.
Qualitatively, the local TAS response to AMV(−) sea ice anomalies has a similar pattern
to the coupled model TAS anomalies, with cool anomalies in the areas of sea ice gain. The
seasonal cycle of temperature anomalies is also similar between both experiments, with
the largest temperature anomalies in DJF and MAM. The magnitudes of the temperature
anomalies are largely similar, with the exception of statistically significant larger anomalies
in the DJF AGCM response in the Greenland Sea region.
Fig. 4.2 shows the same diagnostics for the turbulent surface heat flux. The pattern
of AMV(−) heat flux anomalies in the coupled model is clearly very similar to that in
response to the prescribed sea ice loss. Furthermore, the heat flux response is consistent
with expectations if sea ice is forcing the atmosphere. The negative ocean-to-atmosphere
heat flux in regions of sea ice change indicates that the sea ice increases are driving local
atmospheric cooling. To the south and southeast of the region of sea ice gain, there are
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positive heat fluxes. This is likely due to the cold air that is formed over the region of
sea ice gain being advected south, and then warmed by the warmer, ice-free ocean there
(similar to a mechanism reported by eg. Sun et al (2015) and Screen et al (2013) in the
context of sea ice loss). The seasonal cycle is also consistent with expectations, with the
largest heat flux responses in DJF.
While the pattern of heat flux anomalies is similar, the magnitudes of the DJF anoma-
lous heat fluxes are larger in the coupled model than in the atmospheric model, by as much
as 100 Wm−2. Interestingly, this suggests that winter sea ice forcing to the atmosphere is
larger in the coupled model, which seems incongruous with the smaller TAS change in the
coupled model. This might be due to model differences between CAM and CNRM, or it
could be an indication that a factor other than sea ice has an impact on the AMV-related
TAS changes in this region in the coupled model, and partially counteracts the cooling due
to sea ice gain.
Figure 4.2: As in Fig. 4.1, for turbulent surface heat flux. Upward heat flux is defined as positive. Units
are Wm−2.
This analysis is repeated for PSL. Fig. 4.3 compares the PSL response to AMV(−) SIC
in the AGCM, and the PSL anomalies in AMV(−) in the coupled model. There are some
similar (although not statistically significant) PSL anomalies, specifically an anomalous
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high in the Greenland Sea which occurs in most seasons and is largest in DJF. Anomalously
high PSL can be associated with cooler surface temperatures; this, in combination with
the similarity between the AGCM response and coupled model anomaly, suggests this
anomalous high is locally forced by the AMV(−) sea ice changes. However, elsewhere the
atmospheric model PSL response is quite dissimilar to the coupled model pattern, with
anomalies of opposite signs over the eastern part of the region in DJF and MAM. This lack
of similarity could be a result of model differences or lack of coupling, or could indicate that
SST or SIC AMV(−) anomalies outside the region where anomalies were prescribed have
a larger influence on the local PSL. It could also be contributed to by internal variability
unrelated to the AMV; this possibility will be explored in the next section.
Figure 4.3: As in Fig. 4.1, for PSL. Units are hPa.
Finally, the vertical structure of the atmospheric response is investigated. A cross-
section of the atmospheric anomalies at 75◦N is shown in Fig. 4.4. (This latitude was
chosen as the center of the region of interest; recall that the SIC anomalies are prescribed
from 65◦N to 85◦N.) Fig. 4.4a shows the DJF eddy geopotential height (Z*) response to the
AMV(−) SIC anomalies in the Greenland and Barents sea regions, while Fig. 4.4b shows
the DJF mean Z* anomalies in AMV(−) in the coupled model. Vertically coherent features
are barotropic, while vertically tilted features are baroclinic. In the coupled model, there
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is a barotropic anomaly at approximately 0◦E. The source of this anomaly is not clear.
While the structure of the anomaly is somewhat consistent with that in Deser et al (2004),
who find the total structure of the response to sea ice anomalies to be largely barotropic,
the response can be contributed to by both baroclinic and barotropic components. Ad-
ditionally, the structure of the AGCM response to sea ice loss is very different from the
structure in the coupled model. This suggests that the vertical structure of AMV-related
anomalies in the coupled model is not strongly driven by sea ice.
Figure 4.4: a) Z* DJF response at 75 ◦N to AMV(−) Greenland and Barents Sea SIC anomalies with
CNRM background climatology. Recall that sea ice anomalies forcing were applied in the region between
30 ◦W and 60 ◦E. b) Z* DJF AMV(−) anomaly pattern at 75
◦N in coupled model simulations. Areas
where the response is significant at a 95% significance level are stippled. Units are m.
There is a large wave-1 response in the atmospheric model. This raises the question of
whether the prescribed sea ice anomalies force any remote atmospheric changes. Fig. 4.5
shows the northern extratropical TAS response to the prescribed anomalies. There are cold
anomalies to the immediate south of the forcing region in Scandinavia, and warm anomalies
in central Eurasia, the Bering Sea, and the Beaufort Sea. These anomalies are, however,
largely not statistically significant. They are also not consistent with the DJF temperature
anomalies in AMV(−) in the coupled model, with the exception of the cool anomalies in
Scandinavia. Overall, the temperature response to the Greenland and Barents Sea AMV(−)
sea ice anomalies appears to be largely confined to the local region. Comparing with other
work that has looked at remote temperature responses to sea ice changes in these regions,
this is somewhat consistent with Screen (2017) in which it is found that, in general, large,
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significant temperature responses to regional sea ice changes are restricted to that region.
The small remote temperature changes forced by sea ice anomalies in the Greenland and
Barents (and Kara) Seas found in Screen (2017) do not align with the responses found here,
although that is not surprising given that here, the remote response is largely insignificant.
Figure 4.5: a) DJF TAS response (K) to AMV(−) Greenland and Barents Sea SIC anomalies. The
outlined sector denotes the region where AMV(−) sea ice anomalies were prescribed. b) DJF TAS AMV(−)
anomalies (K) in the coupled model. Areas where the response is significant at a 95% significance level
are stippled.
4.2 Role of internal atmospheric variability
The coupled model anomalies discussed above are an ensemble mean of 10 30-year integra-
tions, contrasted with the single 15-year integration in the atmospheric model. Averaging
over the large ensemble in the coupled model essentially eliminates the internal climate
variability that is not associated with the AMV. Thus, a natural question to ask is what
role the internal climate variability has in the coupled response. Also, if internal variability
plays a significant role, are there any individual realizations in the coupled model which
have greater similarities with the atmospheric model response?
The degree of similarity between the annual TAS and PSL responses in the AGCM,
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and the AMV(−) anomaly pattern in each individual coupled model realization, is shown
in Fig. 4.6 using a Taylor diagram (Taylor, 2001). The reference field is the response to sea
ice forcing in the region of AMV(−) sea ice anomalies only (i.e. outlined box in Fig. 2.2).
The pattern correlation of each test field with the reference is represented by the azimuthal
position of the point; the root mean square difference is represented by the distance from
“REF”; and the ratio of standard deviation is represented by the radial distance from the
origin.
Figure 4.6: Taylor diagram comparing the local annual mean TAS (PSL) response to AMV(−) SIC
anomalies in the AGCM with CNRM background climatology (reference) to the local annual mean TAS
(PSL) AMV(−) pattern in each individual coupled model realization as well as the coupled model ensemble
mean. Note that some realizations of the coupled model are not represented on the plot due to negative
pattern correlations. For TAS, realizations 5 and 8 had, respectively, negative pattern correlations of -0.34
and -0.28, and variance ratios of 0.37 and 0.50. For PSL, realizations 4, 5, and 8 had, respectively, negative
pattern correlations of -0.60, -0.71, and -0.77, and variance ratios of 0.19, 0.33, and 0.65.
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For TAS, the pattern correlation of the coupled model realization anomalies with this
field is generally quite high (with most values between 0.8 - 0.95, although note that two
realizations are not represented on the plot due to negative pattern correlations). The
ratio of variance is more variable, with some coupled model runs having much less variance
and some slightly more. On average, the variance ratio appears lower than 1, consistent
with the result from Fig. 4.1 that the anomalies are larger in the AGCM. The coupled
model runs which compare best with the AGCM response tend to be those with anomalies
close to the ensemble mean (not shown). As the AGCM is forced with the ensemble mean
SIC anomalies from the coupled model, this would be an expected result if the local TAS
anomalies are mainly forced by the local SIC changes. Overall, Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.6 show
that AMV-related local TAS anomalies are similar in the two experiments.
There is a clear separation between the PSL and TAS fields, with the coupled model
PSL anomalies being much less similar to the AGCM response. The ratio of the standard
deviation is lower than 1 in all cases, indicating that the PSL anomalies are larger in the
AGCM than the coupled model. From Fig. 4.3, this is not surprising. Additionally, the
pattern correlation is generally lower than for the TAS response (note that three of the
comparison points are not shown on the diagram due to negative pattern correlations).
Compared to the ensemble mean (starred point), all individual realizations are more sim-
ilar to the AGCM response in terms of the magnitude of their variance, and a few have
higher pattern correlations. Internal variability, which may be largely averaged out in the
ensemble mean, therefore has a significant role in the magnitude of the variance. In some
cases, potentially where the contribution from internal variability is similar in the coupled
and atmospheric model responses, it also increases the similarity of the pattern of those
responses. However, even in these cases the similarity with the atmospheric model response
is still quite poor.
Overall, the atmospheric model results show strong evidence that the AMV-related
temperature changes in the Greenland and Barents seas are forced by local sea ice changes.
The same cannot be said for the AMV-related PSL changes; however, the local PSL changes
are almost entirely statistically insignificant in both the atmospheric and coupled model,
and internal variability has a significant role in their magnitude. Thus, it seems that
internal variability dominates any forced PSL response.
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4.3 Quantifying the influence of the climatological SST
and SIC
The AGCM simulations presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 were forced with climatological
SST and SIC based on the CNRM model long PICTL run. As discussed above, this cli-
matology is biased with respect to observations, and to the climatology of the atmospheric
model used. Previous work has found that the atmospheric response to a sea ice forcing
can be modified by the background SSTs (Balmaseda et al, 2010; Osborne et al, 2017) and
SIC (Semenov and Latif, 2015). An obvious question is therefore whether the atmospheric
response described above is robust to changing the background SST and SIC, such as to
that consistent with observations.
This is investigated using a second pair of AGCM simulations, CESMperturbed and
CESMclim. CESMperturbed has the same prescribed SIC anomalies as CNRMperturbed, but
superimposed on a pre-industrial control climatology derived from available observations
(Hurrell et al, 2008) rather than the CNRM PICTL climatology. Likewise, the prescribed
SST and SIC in CESMclim are based on the observed climatology. Recall the differences
in this climatology from Fig. 2.2: the observed climatology is warmer and less icy in the
northern hemisphere, with the largest SIC differences in the Greenland and Barents Seas,
and large SST differences in that region as well as in the North Atlantic. The differences
in boundary conditions affect the simulated atmosphere; for example, there is lower Arctic
cloud cover and precipitation with CNRM climatology (not shown).
Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 show, respectively, the TAS and PSL responses to the same anoma-
lies as above, but with the background climatology derived from observations. Comparing
these to Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.3 shows that, interestingly, the response to prescribed SIC
anomalies in the AGCM depends not only on the anomalies themselves, but also on the
background climatology. As with CNRM background climatology, the prescribed SIC
anomalies lead to cooler local temperatures, and the seasonal cycle seen in the coupled
model is roughly replicated. However, compared to the case with background CNRM cli-
matology, the TAS patterns are not as similar to the coupled model anomalies. The PSL
responses with CESM background are even more different: in all seasons but DJF they are
of opposite sign to the coupled model PSL anomalies. The mechanism through which a
warmer Northern Hemisphere background climate leads to these different responses is not
obvious. Still, the strong influence of the Greenland and Barents Sea SIC anomalies on
local TAS appears robust in DJF and MAM.
In summary, AMV-related sea ice in the Greenland and Barents Seas is found to have
a key role in forcing local atmospheric temperature changes. This is robust to different
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background climatologies. The local sea level pressure anomalies, however, are not dom-
inantly driven by sea ice. These results enhance our understanding of the mechanisms of
AMV-related changes in the coupled model. Specifically, in this region, local sea ice is a
key mechanism for the AMV-related atmospheric temperature changes.
Figure 4.7: As in Fig. 4.1, for TAS and CESM background climatology. Units are K.
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5.1.1 AMV initialization experiments (Chapter 3)
This section will summarize and discuss the results from the Atlantic Multidecadal Vari-
ability (AMV) initialization experiments, presented in Chapter 3. These experiments were
used to investigate the influence of AMV phase on the response to external forcing (specif-
ically CO2 or aerosols). It was found that, although the AMV phase does not have a
global mean impact on the response to external forcing, it has widespread influences on
the regional response. Focusing on the northern extratropics, there is a hemispheric-scale
dipole in the difference between AMV phases in the temperature response to CO2. This
“AMV-related response” is largest in winter (DJF), and is characterized by more warm-
ing in western Eurasia in the warm AMV phase (AMV(+)), and more warming in North
America and the North Pacific in the cold AMV phase (AMV(−)).
The mechanisms of the winter AMV-related response were explored, partially through
making use of a constructed circulation analog technique. The AMV phase largely modu-
lates the dynamical, rather than thermodynamic, response to CO2. Part of the dynamical
mechanism driving the AMV-related response is an AMV-influenced teleconnection be-
tween the western tropical Pacific and the North Pacific. Previous work has found that the
AMV phase impacts the tropical Pacific and its teleconnections with the northern Pacific
(Lyu et al, 2017), and that the tropical Pacific response to forcing differs with AMV phase
(Vial et al, 2018), so this mechanism is perhaps not surprising. Local thermodynamic
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effects were found to have the most influence on the AMV-related response in regions ad-
jacent to the North Atlantic. Again, this is perhaps not surprising, given that this is the
region in which the AMV climatology is most different.
A potentially surprising result from these experiments was that the AMV(+) and AMV(−)
ensemble means remained distinct from one another during the entirety of the 30-year
simulations, and the AMV(+) and AMV(−) distributions clearly remained distinct from a
climatological distribution. This suggests that, in the CNRM model, the North Atlantic
has initial value predictability of at least three decades. This is somewhat inconsistent
with previous findings, in which initial value predictability in the North Atlantic has been
found to exist for up to a maximum of around 20 years (Msadek et al, 2010). However,
extreme initial states have been found to have longer predictability (Griffies and Bryan,
1997; Collins et al, 2006), and the two ensembles here were initialized from extremes of
the AMV phase. Additionally, the length of initial value predictability is highly model
dependent. This combination of factors is likely largely responsible for the longer initial
value predictability in the AMV(+) and AMV(−) ensemble here.
As mentioned in Section 1.3, previous work has examined the AMV influence on the
response to external forcing. Specifically, both Osborne et al (2017) and Li et al (2018)
have looked at how the AMV phase impacts the response to sea ice loss. As sea ice loss is
associated with a warming climate, these results can be roughly compared to the response
to CO2 discussed above. The AMV-related atmospheric circulation response found here
is largely dissimilar to that in Osborne et al (2017), where AMV(+) and AMV(−) SSTs
are prescribed and the difference between AMV phases in the DJF atmospheric response
to a warming forcing, in the form of sea ice loss, is examined. Somewhat surprisingly, in
Osborne et al (2017) the AMV phase is not found to significantly modulate the response in
the North Atlantic or Europe. In the Pacific-North American region, however, the response
to sea ice loss does depend on the AMV phase. Osborne et al (2017) finds that various
aspects of the response are different between AMV phases in this region: in AMV(−), (i)
sea level pressure anomalies are more negative over the Aleutian islands and northeastern
North America; (ii) there is less warming over the central-western Pacific and northeastern
North America, and more warming over northwestern North America (linked with the
sea level pressure AMV-related response); and (iii) in the 500 hPa geopotential height,
there is an amplified trough-ridge-trough pattern in AMV(−), emanating from the central-
western North Pacific. While a deeper (although westward-shifted) Aleutian low response
in AMV(−) (Fig. 3.9) is also found here, this is the only region where the results here
are similar to those in Osborne et al (2017). Elsewhere, it is found that the AMV phase
modulates the North American response differently, and that here, unlike in Osborne et al
(2017), the North Atlantic and European responses do indeed depend on the AMV phase,
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with more warming in the European region in AMV(+), as well as a barotropic AMV-
related circulation response in this region that may be connected to differences in the sea
ice response. That different, as well as much more extensive, AMV-related responses were
found here could be due to a number of reasons, including the type and size of the applied
forcing, the lack of AMV-influenced SIC in Osborne et al (2017), or the lack of ocean-
atmosphere coupling in Osborne et al (2017). In Li et al (2018), the Arctic Oscillation
(AO) response to sea ice loss is found to depend on AMV phase: an AO- response occurs
in AMV(−), but not in AMV(+). Therefore, their results are somewhat consistent with the
more positive AO trend in AMV(+) under aerosol forcing found here, but not under the
more similar CO2 forcing.
Finally, in the AMV initialization experiments here, a weakness in the experimental
design is that using only one coupled climate model means it is not possible to isolate which
components of the response (if any) are model dependent. The results discussed in the
previous paragraph, which were obtained using different models than here, suggest there
may be some aspects of the response that are robust between models, but the extensive
differences in experimental design limit comparison. Further experiments using similar
forcing and other atmosphere-ocean coupled climate models would be required in order to
investigate whether the results here are robust.
5.1.2 Sea ice forcing experiments (Chapter 4)
Sea ice forcing experiments in an atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) were
conducted to explore the role of sea ice anomalies in the Greenland and Barents Seas
in forcing local AMV-related anomalies. The local near-surface air temperature (TAS)
response to AMV(−) sea ice concentration (SIC) anomalies in the Greenland and Barents
Seas was found to be very similar to the AMV(−) TAS anomalies in the coupled model. This
supports the hypothesis that, in the coupled model, the AMV-related TAS anomalies in
this region are indeed forced by the local SIC changes associated with AMV phase. In the
context of the externally forced experiments here, this result suggests the hypothesis that
the atmospheric AMV-related response to external forcing in the Greenland and Barents
Sea region may, also, be driven in part by the sea ice changes. However, the sea level
pressure (PSL) response was not as similar to the coupled model anomalies, suggesting
that sea ice does not have as large a role in driving the PSL anomalies. Instead, AMV-
related PSL anomalies in this region appear to be dominated by internal variability.
The TAS response to SIC was partially robust to background climatology: the response
showed similar cool anomalies and seasonal cycle with both CNRM and observation-based
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background climatology. Meanwhile, the PSL response to SIC was drastically changed by
the different background climatology. That the background climatology had such an effect
is not entirely surprising: He and Soden (2016b) force an AGCM with SSTs based on
the climatologies of multiple different coupled models, and show that biases in the clima-
tological SSTs can strongly impact climate change projections. Of the climate variables
considered, sea level pressure was one of the most strongly impacted, while surface tem-
perature was less impacted. Other work, such as Ashfaq et al (2011), has also found that
SST biases lead to different projected changes in precipitation and temperature. Here, the
similarities of the temperature response to changes in sea ice increases confidence in the
relevance of the results to the natural world.
Limitations of the experiment design and of AGCMs may have affected the response to
sea ice forcing found here. First, the prescribed sea ice anomalies are not precisely the same
as the sea ice anomalies in the coupled model. The prescribed sea ice anomalies are the
ensemble mean AMV(−) anomalies, repeated annually; the coupled model sea ice anomalies
vary year-to-year as well as between realizations. The anomalies in each realization (not
shown) are fairly similar to the ensemble mean, with almost all displaying a pattern of
maximum sea ice anomalies in the Greenland and Barents Seas, although the magnitude
of this pattern differs between realizations. (Compared to maximum ensemble mean annual
mean SIC anomalies of around 20 % in the Greenland Sea (Fig. 2.2), individual ensemble
members had maximum annual mean values of around 35 % on the high end, and less than
10 % on the low end.) The response to sea ice changes is not expected to be perfectly linear;
therefore, absent any other errors or sources of forcing, the ensemble mean atmospheric
anomalies in the coupled model would still not perfectly resemble the atmospheric response
to the prescribed sea ice loss.
Second, the lack of ocean-atmosphere coupling in AGCMs is inconsistent with nature,
as in reality the ocean and atmosphere do interact. The lack of ocean-atmosphere feedbacks
in AGCMs, as mentioned above, has been found to damp the response to sea ice anomalies
(Deser et al, 2016a; Smith et al, 2017). This does not appear to be the case here: instead,
the temperature anomalies are larger in the atmospheric model with CNRM climatology
than in the coupled model. However, there could be many reasons for the larger TAS
anomalies in the AGCM, including model differences, differences in the SIC forcing (see
previous paragraph) or in other sources of forcing not included in the AGCM experiments
(such as AMV-related SST anomalies or SIC anomalies outside the region of interest), as
well as lack of ocean-atmosphere coupling.
Finally, the prescribed SSTs were not modified in conjunction with the SIC anomalies.
This was done to isolate the response solely due to sea ice forcing, but this method also has
disadvantages. It excludes all SST changes, even those that may have been entirely due to
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the sea ice changes. Also, it may create unrealistic temperature gradients at the surface
(Screen et al, 2013), where ice has increased or formed, but SSTs have not cooled. Overall,
despite these limitations of the model and the experiment design, given the robustness
of the response and its strong similarities to the coupled model, it remains reasonable to
conclude that local AMV-related sea ice anomalies are a main mechanism driving AMV-
related TAS anomalies in this region.
5.2 Conclusions
In the coupled model AMV initialization experiments, the climatological AMV phases and
their influence on the Arctic were found to be roughly consistent with expectations: in
AMV(+), the Arctic was warmer and less icy, particularly in the Barents and Greenland
Seas (Chylek et al, 2009, 2010; Miles et al, 2014). One surprising result was that, in all
ensembles, the AMV initial conditions had a clear influence on the modelled climate for
the length of the simulations (three decades). This is outside the range of North Atlantic
initial value predictability found in the literature, which has only been found at up to two
decades (Msadek et al, 2010). However, given the extreme initial values used here and the
high model dependence of predictability, it is not entirely contradictory of previous results.
The AMV was found to influence the northern extratropical response to CO2: the
AMV-related response is a hemispheric dipole with more warming in AMV(+) in Eura-
sia, and more warming in AMV(−) in North America and the extratropical North Pacific.
The differences in the response occur through both dynamical and thermodynamic mecha-
nisms. In regions adjacent to the North Atlantic, where the AMV influence on climatology
is largest, local thermodynamic AMV-related processes were most important. Elsewhere
in the northern extratropics, dynamical influences (partially through tropical teleconnec-
tions) had a dominant role. Parts of the AMV-related response - including the telecon-
nected response - were found to be independent of the external forcing, with a very similar
AMV-related response to CO2 (climate warming) and aerosols (climate cooling) despite
the different signs, magnitudes, and geographic patterns of these forcings.
The coupled climate model results are limited in that, due to the nature of the coupled
model, cause and effect are very difficult to conclusively determine. Therefore, AGCM
simulations with carefully chosen boundary conditions can be useful to isolate the influence
of specific ocean or sea ice states. Here, AGCM experiments with AMV(−) sea ice anomalies
prescribed in the Barents and Greenland Seas provided evidence that AMV-related TAS
anomalies in this region are largely forced by local sea ice changes.
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5.3 Future work
One logical next step is expanding this work to involve other climate models. Similar
analysis could be performed using one or more different coupled GCMs to understand the
role of model uncertainty in the results presented here. Confidence in the results found here
would be greatly increased if they were found to be robust in other models. In related work,
projects involving multi-model efforts to understand decadal climate variability are already
exist and are underway. Specifically, Component C of the Decadal Climate Prediction
Project (DCPP) invites climate modelling groups to produce experiments to study the
origins, mechanisms, predictability, and regional imprints of particular long-term climate
variations, including the AMV (Boer et al, 2016). This project makes use of restoration
experiments, which use climate models which are fully coupled and evolve freely everywhere
except in a regional of interest, where the ocean is restored to some desired sea surface
temperature (SST). The DCPP includes experiments in which the North Atlantic SSTs
are restored to AMV(+) or to AMV(−) values in a pre-industrial control climate, in order to
investigate the climate response to this variability in multiple models in a systematic way
(Boer et al, 2016; Ruprich-Robert et al, 2016). Another DCPP restoration experiment
has inputs of historical external forcings and restored North Atlantic SSTs to observed
anomalies over the period from 1950 to 2014, thus allowing for investigation of the role of
variability in the North Atlantic in climate change during that time period. While neither
of these experiments is directly comparable to the externally forced AMV initialization
experiments discussed in this thesis, they show how multi-model projects can be, and are
being, used to investigate climate variability.
This research has identified the influence of the AMV phase on the response to external
forcing (albeit in only one model). This understanding of how the AMV phase modulates
the response to external forcing could be applied to CMIP future climate projections, in
order to evaluate whether the spread in climate change projections could be partially due
to differing initial AMV phases.
Additionally, the methods used here could be applied to other modes of variability. On
timescales of up to a few decades, internal variability is a dominant source of uncertainty
in climate predictions (Hawkins and Sutton, 2009, 2011). (After this, uncertainties in
the anthropogenic external forcing, as well as uncertainties between models, become more
important.) Thus, on up to decadal timescales, it may be interesting to investigate the
influence of other modes of variability in addition to the AMV on the response to external
forcing. For example, similarly to the AMV, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) is
a long-term mode of variability that has been found in atmospheric models to influence
the atmospheric response to sea ice (Screen and Francis, 2016), and is of interest in the
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DCPP (Boer et al, 2016). The coupled model initialization method used here could be
applicable to the PDO, and could be used to investigate whether it also influences the
climate response to external forcing in a coupled model.
Finally, expanding on Chapter 4, much further work could be done using an atmospheric
model (preferably, the atmospheric component of CNRM-CM5) to verify the specific mech-
anisms proposed here, as well as to investigate unidentified mechanisms. For example, such
an experiment could be used to isolate the influence of AMV-related changes in the trop-
ical Pacific on the response to external forcing, and therefore potentially confirm, as well
as learn more about, the teleconnection mechanism discussed above. This could be done
with a pair of simulations with boundary conditions that approximate CO2 forcing (eg. a
global SST increase) and AMV +/- SST anomalies in the Pacific (taken from the coupled
model results). Similarly, the impact of AMV-related sea ice anomalies could be inves-
tigated in the presence of external forcing. By also decoupling the land surface model,
the influence of AMV-related snow cover anomalies on the response to external forcing
could be investigated. Restoration experiments, as discussed above, could also be used for
similar purposes. This could be a better and more sophisticated modelling approach than
atmospheric experiments, as restoration experiments avoid some of the issues inherent in
atmospheric models, particularly the lack of coupling. These experiments could be used
to gain further insight into the mechanisms through which the AMV phase influences the
climate response to external forcing.
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